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§UMMARY 

This thesis describes an investigatipn of an organic 

alectrooynthesis conducted at controlled electrode potentials. 

The reaction emained wam the electrolytic reduction of 

nitrobenzene. As a method of producing p-aminophenolp this 

process is potentiaUy of oommercial interest* 

A quantitative study of the process has demonstrated 

that both the rate and the oourse of the roution are primarily 

dependent on the applied olootrods potential. Further, the 

imposition of other advantAgeous variableo'modifies but does not 

alter this basic dePendence. The results suggest that there 

are optimum values of eleotrode potential, specifio to the 

operating conditiOllOs at which both the rate and efficiency 

of the preparation of P-aminophenol attain ; axima. 

The lick of high capacity electrodess suitable for this 

reaction and which are capable of operation within specific 

ranges of electrode potential# prompted the investigation of 

packed bed electrode arrangements. The moot promising type 

of packing proved to be samples of knitted copper wire. These 

arýrangements wera found to effect the reaction efficiently 

giving very high electrode capacities., 

A better estimation of the variation of the electrode 

potential within such three-dimensional electrode fo=s has 

been achieved by mathematical analysis. By employing the 

data of the test reaction and Imposing a limit to the 

variation of the electrode potentialp calculations of the sizes 



of various bed electrode arrangements to effect this reaction 

have been made. The resultant correlations have produced 

some interesting parameters from which, it is proposed, future 

- electrode arrangements for a variety of processes can be 

estimated* 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years# there has been a growing interest in organic 

electrochemical proceemes, both in apademdo and-industrial circles. 

However, these processes are often in strict coqwtitio4 with 

established chemical techniques and must therefore have convincing 

and decisive advantiges in'order to overcome the r"istance to 

change. 

Oaa of the fev instanoss-of-'ihs success; uVapplication of 

electrochemical techiques in that of the s; octrodiserisation of 

acrylonitrile to adipohitrils,. an important 4A+. *r**cUats of nylon 

66. This procsoo h4o recently been adopted-*ýi a commercial seals 

by the Chemetrahd Division of tie Monsanto Chsaical Compazy 

(6p 22p 44). 

Potentially.. many organic ýlectrochemical processes have 

these advantages. Bleatrochemisto are diocovering that many re- 

actions, that vould be complex and expensive by*'Puiýrely chemical 

methods, may be simply and Offectively achteved, by electrochemical 

techniques. In addition to direct anodic oxi4ation and cathodic 

reductions we nay achieve partial oxidation and reductions oxide- 

tive and reductive couplingp and subatitution. such as chlorination 

and nitration. 

But these oonclusione-are not now; workers in the last 

century established the basic phenomena and characteristics of 

organic electrochemistry. 



m to 

It was Kolbej, in 1845,9 uho first demonstrated the principles 

of electrolytic oxidation and reduction. ' Concerning the decompo- 

sition of trichloremothyloulphonic acid in an aqueous solution at 

a platinum electrodes he wrotes "This acid, which is stable to 

the strongest oxidising mediap breaks down with little difficulty 

at a platinum anods". His subsequent work on the synthesis 

of hydrocarbons by ihe anodic oxidation of salts of monobasic 

aliphatic acids is still being investigated with great interest* 

In the closing years of the last century# Fritz Haber laid a 

1, 
sound foundation for the methodical study of electro-organic 

processes by introducing the concept of controlled electrode 

potential. In 1898v he produced a report of his work concerning 

the partial reduction of nitrobenzene (29). In his discussion 

., up to this time, has he stated thate "The electric current 

been regarded in organic electrochemistry as a means of reaction 

whose effeats are determined through current density,, current 

duration and occasion: all7 through the material of the 'electrode. 

This view is incomplete; for oxidation and reduction processes 

depend mainly on the potential of the electrode at which they 

take place. The current densityO current dqration and electrode 

material are important only in so far as they determine the 

electrode potential and its changes in the process of electro- 

ly'siall 0 
Why, q theno with the scope and principles of organic 



electrochemical processes so wall established sixty years ago# 

has there been no little industrial exploitation of these 

tea! miques? The reason appears to be the failure by subsequent 

workers to produce well defined and controllable processes# that 

are economically viable., and to develop electrochemical reactors 

suitable for industrial use. 

The important conclusions of Haber's work seemý, j to a great 

extents, to have been overlookeds, with a result that only 

empirical information of certain processes has been forthcoming* 

Howevers, in the past few years, with the advent of more sophiati- 

cated equipment; there has been renewed interest in controlled 

potential electrolysis as a technique for defining and controll- 

ing specific electrode processes, 

This work hais brought to the fore the great need for an 

elecirochemical reactors suitable for industrial use and which 

is capable of operation at predetermined electrode potentials* 

Most organic electrolytic reactions proceed at low current 

densities compared with inorganic processes and demand large 

electrode surface areas for production on any sizable scale. 

Therefore, there is the additional requirement that such a 

reactor should be of high capacitys ad that commercial opera- 

tion does not demand prohibitively large units. 

This thesis presents the account of an investigation of 

theos topics. With the acphiaticated equipment available for 
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controlling the potential and analysing productsp Haber's conclu- 

sions that an electrolytic process is primarily dependent on the 

eleatroda potential have been investigated. The teat reaction 

that was employedt was that which Haber used - the cathodic 

reduction of nitrobanaGno, An a method for producing p- 

aminophenol, this reaction in potentially of commercial interest 

and, as such, the results achieved are also of specific signi. 

ficance. By obtaining quantitative measurements of the rate 

and products at various controlled cathode potentials# it was 

expected that this reaction could be better defined and con- 

trolled. 

The second part of the work involved the investigation . of 

novel ideas for a high capacity electrode arrangement that 

could effect this reaction on a much larger scale uhilot main- 

taining control of the eleatrade potential. The idea of 

a paoked bed electrode presented itself as the most practiýal 

arrangemeat and has been experimentally investigated* 

The thesis concludes by discussing the relative merits of 

such three-dimensional electrode arrangements and postulating 

the design of high capacity electrochemical reactors specifi- 

cally to effect the electrolytic preparation of p-aminophanol 

on an industrial saals. 
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2.0 THE ELECTRODE POTENTIAL, * 

Throughout this thesis, frequent reference will be made to 

the electrode potential of the working electrode. It is there- 

fore important initially to understand the meaning of this term 

and why it is ouch a dominant factor in any electrochemical 

process* 

In this sectionp the electrode potential is defined and 

its influence on electrolybic reactions is explained. The-Idea 

that it is desirable to operate at controlled potentials is 

introduced andp with the help of modelsq it is described how the 

electrode potential may vary over the surfaces of a single 

electrode form. Finallys the tec6niques for measuring and con- 

trolling the electrode potential are discussed together with a 

description of the apparatus used for thes4 purposes in the 

present work,, 

The fundamental theory of the double layer boundary at the 

electrode surface may be appreciated by consulting any of several 

books on electrochemistry (3p 3-19 17p 57) and therefore will 

not be included here. 

241t Enlanaticn of Klectrode Potential* 

The term 'electrode potential# is commor4ly used to refer 

to the potential of an active area of an electrode relativG to 

the potential of the surrounding electrolyte. Such a potential 

difference produces the E*M*Fo required for chemical change of a 
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reactive species at the electrode surfaces 

In the case of chemical reduction, the E. M. F. required is 

supplied by the reducing agent and the rate and extent of the 

reduction may be controlled by employ-Ing reagents of specific 

reduction abilities. If the same reduction were carried out 

electrolyticallyp the F,. M*F. would be supplied at the cathode 

surface by the cathode potential, the magnitude of which will 

determine the rate and extent of the electrochemical change* 

The eleatrode potential$ therefore, appears to be a 

critical parameter for any electrochemical operation* 

2.2* Controlled Potenti4j KL ctrol 

Since the electrode potential supplies the E. M. F. for 

electrolytic reactionj control of this potential at the working 

electrode is essential in order to maintain uniform conditions 

of operation. This may be especially Import4nt, when several 

products are possible from a single electrolytic process. Such 

is the case of the electrolytic reduction of organic nitro- 

compounds. 

A typical polarisation curves representing the relation- 

ship between current density and electrode potentials for such 

a reaction is shown in Figure 2.1. - 
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current 
density 

a0 

TIRLeal p2jjdMUQ curve for orgaale aitro-reduction 

The various stages of the reduction are represented by the 

otepped form of the cur7e. At a lo, 4 eleatrode potential, the 

main product of the depolarisation is the hydroxylamines At a 

higher potentialp 02, the complete reduction to the amine is 

predominant. At potentials higher than the over-potential of 

the cathode materialp 03, hydrogen is evolv4d preferentially to 

organic reduction. Thus the potential of the working electrode 

determines both the rate and the products of this electrolytic 

reaction. 

By selective control of the operating Potential of the 

Electrode Potential* 
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vqjrýjzg qleatro4qýo it would be, possibleq thereforeo to optimise 

this reaction for a specific product* The efficiency of the- 

aperatton would then depend on how uniformly this electrode 
I 

potp;; tý4 could be maintained over the extent of the electrode 

Orm. 6 
brigpgg of-fileatroje IgteaJial, 

For an electrode arrangement to operate at a uniform 

olpotroft poteptialp the difference between the potential of 

t4 active electrode elements and that of the surrounding 

4ectr4y" Pust remain constaAt. This may be achieved by 

arroginq that'Ae#hor potential varies or by arranging that 

both Tary similarly throughout the electrode form so that their 

diffq-enaq r9mains constant. 

The passage of current though an; electrolytie call results 

14 ohmic voltage drops in both the electrode elements and in 

tho conducting electrolyte* Thus initiallys variation of the 

electrode p9tqntial may be limited by considerate arrangement of 

the electrode system. Thin is illustrated by the two models 

described b4owe 

gure 2.2(a) represents an arrangement of parallel plate 

eýe#rqdesj eAo; ooed by a non-conductiVe material, 

The anodp# A, to at a uniform potential $as and similarly 

the qathodep Bp At j6b, T49 passage of currents Is from B to 

U-4t right "glqo to-the electrodess resulting in a uniform 



Figure 2.2. 

POTENTIAL PROFILE OF SIMPLE ELECTRODES. 

(a) Parallel Plate Electrode Arrangement. 

A 

(b) Potential Profile. 

-I- Om 

Ob 

Ob 
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potential gradient within the electrolyte between the two plates* 

Under such oondttions, the potentials of the electrolyte at Aq 

and at B 0! ' are uniform. Therefore the electrode 0bPI 

potentials at A$ Oa- 
a and at Bj ObA 

p are also uniform. 

This in represented by the potential diagram., Figure 2.2(b). 

Figure 2*3(a) represents a more complicated electrode 

arrangement. Both ýIates, B and 0 operate as cathodes with 

respect to the anode A. Ic is the current resultant from 

eleatrolyticreaction it the surfaces of C "d its passage along 

the cathode conductor connecting B an4 C will produce an ohmic 

drop due to the electrical resistance of the conductor materiale 

The potential of the plate BO Obs will therefore be more negative 

thaA that of plate Cs, 00. Thi; is represented graphically in 

Figure 2-3(b). The ohmic drop for the passage of this current 

through the electrolyte in the directlon of the anode will 

similarly result in a potential gradient within the electrolyte 

betwoeu plates B and C. The potential of the electrolyte 

about D* will therefore be leas negative than that of the 

eloatrolyie about 0, This also is represented by Figure 

20 (b)* .N 

. 
It Is apparent, then, that the electrode potential at BO 

(Ob--Ob will be greater than at 01 (Oc-Oc although both 

cathode elements are operating with respect to the same anode 

POtSAt1&l# (Oa-0a The conditions for electrolytic reaction 



F IGURE 2.3. 

POTENrIAL PROFILE OF COMPLEX ELECrRODES. 

(a) Complex Electrode arrangement. 

Ic, 

AB 

ED- 

I 

-; 
b+Ic 

. 

.41C. 

(b) Potential Profile. 
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at B are therefore different from those at 0. 

These two models serve to illustrate the causes of variation 

of the electrode potential and suggegt that such a variation 

may bp restricted by considerate arrangement of the electrode 

; qrmse The subject will be further discussed when various 

electrode arrangements are considered (Section 3.0) and specific 

potential variations will be estimated for three-dimensional 

electrode systems (Section 7*0)* 

i-As MIANUemlat of Electrode Potential,. 

The accurate measurement of the electro4e potential is 

problematic. It is common practice to make an estimation 

relative to a reference electrode by arranging a probe to 

measure the potential of the electrolyte adjacent to the elec- 

trode and comparing this value with that of the electrode. 

f 

This is diagrammatically represented in Figure 2*4* 

it $g io the potential of the elsotrolyte about the tip 

9f the irobes the potential being oompared with that of the 

electrodes $0 + $r where or is the standard potential 

of the reference electrode, 

460 00 
- (00 + Or) =A0 

Thon the electrode potential is given bys- 

0,3 
. 08 =A00, r 

The measured value of the electrode potential includes the 

pomponeAt potential losses within the electrode form, the 
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/v 
Working 
Electrodes 

Finre 2.4. Diagram of Refer2noe Svotem, 

Reference 
Electrode 

nalt bridge connection to the reference electrodep and the 

electrical connections. Therefore thq accuracy of this tooh- 
I 

r4que vill depend on the arrangement of the electrode and of 

the reference circuits 

Figure 2., 5 is an illustration of a reference system OiMilar 

to those used throughout the experimental work. The fine Luggin 

capillary probe is connected by means of a salt bridge of 

sulphurio acid and potassium chloride to a saturated calomel 

electrodes 

The tip Of the glass probe is permanently situated close 

to the electrode surface in order to minimise the inclusion 

in the measurement of potential drops within the elootrolytoo 



FIGURE 2.5 REFERENCE SYSTEM 

Calomel electrode 

.. -I reservoir 0 

.......... 
"2SO4 reservoir 

Sintor 
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The diameter of the tip of the probe is approximately Imml 

(57). If it were larger it would excessively shield the 

electrode from electrolytic action and if much smaller the 

probe would be too fragile and may introduce a high electrolytic 

resistance into the circuit, 

qatiofaotory. 

As suoh, it was found to be 

The most commonly used reference electrode is the saturated 

calomel electrode* It is simple in construction and robust 

in that its potential is not significantly altered by the 

passage of small currents* The elec#ode qonsiots of a pool 

of mercury in contact with a solution saturated with respect 

to both mercurýous chloride and potassium chloride. The 

resultant electrolytic reaction may be represented by: - 

+ 2e ----2 Hg +2 Gl' H92 C12 
.1 "qw- 

Too potential of the half-oellp with respeat to the hydrogen 

oicals, is given bys- 

Or =+0,242 - 7.6 x 10 -4 (t-25) volts 

where t= 6perating temperature in degocentigradee 

Throughout the preasht work, the calomel electrode wais mairi- 
tained at ambient temperatures (2000) and therefore the 

standar4 potential was taken as +0.244 volt4. 
Although oaturated calomal slootrqdso W be purchaosd 

from inotrument manufacturerst it was fo=d that a nimple 

04 reliable form could be easily made in the laboratory. Such 

0 



FIGURE 2.6 

DIAGRAM OF LABORATORY-MADE CALOMEL ELECTRODE. 

Copper wire terminal 

B 14 cone and socket 

Glass tube with conductor 

,B 14 cone 

Saturated KC1 solution 

1 mm diameter hole 

Mercury+mercurous chloride 
Platinum wire contact 

Mercury 
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4L torm is shown in Figure 2,6. 

The potential difference between the reference electrode and 

the working electrode was measured bv a high resistance volt- 

meter in order that the flow of current through the reference 

circuit was minimisede For such measurementep a digital volt- 

meter type 201S, supplied by Wayne Kerr Ltd. (69)9 was found to 

be satisfactory. The instrument has scales of 0 to 1*07t 

0 to lOvp 0 to 100V and 0 to 10007, and, on the lower ranges# has 
f 

g resistance of the order of 107 ohms. 

2.5. Control of the Electrode Potential, 
I 

During the course of an electrochemical operations changes 

of the physical or electrochemical properties of the system may 

result in variations of the input requirement if specific electro- 

lytio conditions are to be maintained. In order that the electrode 

potential of the working electrode does not vary with such changes# 

it is then necessary to employ an automatic potential controll- 

ing devices that in a potentiootat. 

When conditions within a call remain constant, as may 

reasonably be expected for a continuous flow unit, a manual con- 

trol device, giving a constant output, will maintain electrolytic 

coAditionse 

Both devioes have been used during the present experimental 

work and the instruments employed are described below* 



FIGURE 2.7 

DIAGRAM OF POTENTIOSTAT SYSTEM. 
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_OP 
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E working electrode A ammeter 
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&g5le Automatic Control,. 

Recent advances in potentiometrio contrqlp initiated by 

Hickling (33)v have produced highly sqphioticated automatic 

devtoes. Allen (3) has reviewed the most significant develop- 

ments in this field and has given a comprehensive account of 

the mechanisms of such instruments. 

The basic principle of any potentiostat is represented 

simply in Figure 2*7. The potential difference between 

the working electrode and the referenqe electrode is compared 

with an input signal. The error is ýmplified and the current 

through the cell is adjusted to bring this qrror to zero* 

The input signal, is provided from a h1lical potentiometer which 

may be set at a predetermined value, 

Two types of potentiostat have been used, The firotp 

illustrated by Figure 2,81 was converted frqm a stabilised D-C, 

power isupply unit. It has a maximum output of 10A at 5Nýp andt 

although the response time of the instrument is in the order of 

millisecondep proved to be satisfactory in operation, The 

second was a more sophisticated instrument supplied by- Chemical 

Electronics Ltd (13). The maximum gutput is 201 at 10v with 

a response time Of ýA -jecond. Whilstp in generalp the 

instrument operate, )st satisfactorilyp it tended to be 

unstable at higher outputst limiting its use for high capacity 

work. The instrument is illustrated in Figure 2*9# 
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2.52l Manugl Conll: glo 

When the operating conditions rem4in apýroximately conotant, 

the potential of the working electrode may be maintained at a 

desired value by a manual cýntrol device. A rectifier will 

provide a constant D*C. supplysuitable for electrolytic work, 

at low cost* It is important however that the ripple voltage 

of the instrument does not exceed the desired range of reference 

potentiale 

In the present work a 1504 12v WQstinghouse silicon rectifier 

(70) was used for high capacit7 operation. The output could be 

adjusted b7 a stepless manual control knob# until the desired 

*ý*otrode potential value is achieved. The instrument exhibit- 

ed a ripple voltage within the required limits and was operated 

from a 440VP 50 c/o three phase supply. The instrument in 

illustrated in Figure 2.10. 



FIGURE 2., 10 150 AMP RECTIPER. 
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3.0, BLECTROMIEMICAL CELL ARRANGEMENT2, 

The design of the elootrochemical oel'. is of paramount 

importance in influencing the efficie4ey of an electrolytic 

prooe0o. In the preceding sections it was described how 

the geometry of the working electrode can influence the 

potential of operation. In this seationp after describing 

the components of a simple call, the important subject of cell 

voltage is dioeussedp followed by a correlation of the 

features considered as being desirable and necessary in an 

ideal electrochemical reactor. 

In Seation 3*4 a brief synopsis is presented of elactro- 

chemical reactors that have recently been developed with a 

view to commercial application* The review has been limited 

to two broad types of cell that are eqnsidered the most rele- 

vants Their reported performances are discussed and compared 

with that of the ideal electrochemical reactorp thus emphasioing 

disadvantages. 

The section concludes by introducing the idea of a packed 

'bad electrochemical reactor, as one that potentially may meet 

many of the requirements of an ideal arrangement. 

3gl. General Form of an Electrochemical Cell. 

3.11, Electrodeso 

The simple electrolytic cell consists of two electrodes 

Immersed in a conductive or semi-conductive electrolyte. By 
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applying a potential across the electrodems potential differences 

are set up between the electrodes and the aqrrounding electrolyte, 

supply the R. M. F. for electrochemical reaction. 

The reaction at the more positive electrode, the anode# 

is one of oxidation, that is$- 

Rm go- 

such as the evolution of oxygen from an acidia medium, 

40H 2H20 + 02 4s 

The reaction at the more negative electrodes the cathode, 

ia one of reduotion, that is: - 
9+ + R, 

guch ao the evolution of hydrogen froqi an aoidio medium# 

2H ++ 2g '0" 112 

The resultant flow of current by the passage of ions results 

in a potential gradient within the sleatrolyte between the 

slootradess 

1.12. Diabhrams. 

in the course of many electrolytic reactions, the products 

or reactive intermediates formed at e#her electrode may inter- 

react to give unwanted by-products. The overall efficiency 

for a specific preparation would then be appropriately reduced. 

In such case$ it in common practice to install a diaphragm 

ýstwsen the electrodes to limit such backand side-reaotionso 

There is a wide range of materials that can be employed 
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for this purpose. These include semi-permeable materials such 

as ceramicas scintered glaosp sheet aabestosp nylon mesh and 

porous plastics. In recent yearst the more expensive Lon 

exchange membranes have been employed to an increasing extent* 

It is considered that the ideal diaphragm should exhibit 

the following characteristics. 

(i) a high resistance to mass transfer 

(ii) a low resistance to ionic transfer 

(iii) durabi1ity under prolonged operation at specific 

conditions. 

and(iv) low cost per unit time of effective operation. 

MacMullin et al (41) and Meredith (43) hpLve surveyed a 

number of diaphragm -materials and have produced parameters 

from which the specific electrical resistance of a certain 

material may be estimated. 

In generalp howevers the choice of diaphragm wiU often 

be reduced to a compromise between the advantageous 

characteristics and the availability 4nd suitability of the 

material for the specific purpose. 

The basic cell arrangement Is diagrammatically re- 

presented in Figure 3.1(a). 

3.2 
-Cell 

Voltage. 

The cell voltage is naturally an important factor when 

considering the power ccns=ption and efficiency of electro. 



FIGURE 3.1 

COMPONENTS OF CELL VOLTAGE. 

(a) Basic Cell Arrangement. 
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chemical operation. 

The component potential drops are repre I ented in Figure 

3,1(b) with respect to the simple call arrggementp Figure 

3.1(a). They are as followat- 

M The potential loss in the anode connections 

and conductor 01 ' 02 

(dependent on the current flowing) 

(ii) The anode potential 02 - 03 

(a) The anode reversible E, M. Ife 

(independent of o. d. ) 

(b) The anode overpptential 
(dependent on c. d. ) 

(iii) The potential drop through the anolYte 03 - 04 
, % (dependent on cod. ) 

(iv) the potential drop through the diaphragm , 04 M 05 

(dependent on cod. ) 

, 
(v) ihe potential drop through the catholyte 05 - 06 

(dependent on cod. ) 

(vi) the cathode potential 06 ' 07 

(a) The cathode revereible Esý, Fo - 
(independent of cod. ) 

(b) The cathode overpotential 

(dependent on c. d. ) 

NA 
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(vii) The potential lose in the cathode 

connections and conductor 

(dependent on the current flowing) 

The-overall call voltage is then the surpmtion of these 

potential drops# that is V= $1 - 08 

The majority of the component potential losses are dependent 

on the current flowing or the current density within the call* 

Therefore$ the cell voltage for a certain c4rrent oapacityp may 

be minimised by considerate arrangemerlt of the cell and of its 

electrical connections. 

The potential losses outside the cell may be reduced by 

ensuring low resistance connections between the power supply 

and the electrode terminals. 

Within the callp the potential of the w9rking electrode will 

be fixed by the specified conditions of electrolysis* However, 

other potential losses may be minimisqd by limiting the current 

density within the electrolytes and at the surfaces of the 

secondary electrode. This may be achieved by arranging a 

maximum crose-sectional area for the flow-of current within the 

electrolytes and through the diaphragm., and a large surface 

area for eleotrolytio reaction at the secondary electrode* 

Such an appreciation of the call voltage is most useful 

when considering the design of electrochemical cello# 

especially those of high capacitiesp when individual component 
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looses may become mignificantly large, The oubjeot of call 

voltage is further discussed with reference to the scale UP 

of high capacity electrochemical reactors in Section 74'e' 

3.3, The Idsgj-. &ectrochemica1 Rq%2LpX. 

The laok of slootroohomioal reaotore suitable for high 

oapacityýcommercial operation has prompted zuoh discussion 

in the last few years* The ideas that have evolved have often 

been successful for a specific reaction on a small scale but 

have proved problematic in scale up resulting in few ideas 

getting beyond the laboratory stages 

The following features are considered to be the most 

desirable and necessary for an ideal slootroohomioal reaotort 

(i) The overall call voltage should be lowt giving high 

productivity per unit power input. 

(ii) The electrodes should be of high oapacity, present- 

ing a large surfaos area per unit volume* 

(iii) The electrodes should be of a oheap and workable 

material in a form that allows for easy mairtenanos and 

replaosment. 

(iv) The reactor should be of oimple construction that 

oan easily be soaled up in size, 
(Y) High pressure operation should be possible when sas 

is evolved* 

(vi) The system should be capable of handling gas-liquid- 
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solid electrolyte mixtures without a reduction of operating 

efficiency* 
(vii) There should be facilities for adding or removing 

heat from the system. 

(viii) It should be possible to control the concentration of 

reactants and products in the system. 

(ix) 16 potential of the working electrode should be 

easily controllable# and its variation restricted to within 

certain limits. 

Recently there has been much serious consideration of 

continuous flow electrolytic cells (2, Up 32). The latter four 

features cited above promise to be more easily achieved in such 

systems* 

The usual advantages of continuous operationp well 

appreciated In chemical engineering spheress would apply to 

continuous flow reactors - advantages such as the elimination 

of the 'down-time' between batches and the associated labour 

requirement, the greater output per iuUt floor space compared 
t 

with batch systems, and the elimination of the need for bulk 

storage in the cell tank or in auxiiiary tarýko. 
ýk 

The idea of a continuous flow reactor promises other 

advantages. Uniform conditions may be maintained in the cell 

unitog facilitating control of the electrode potential without 

resorting to the employment of potentiostats., This may be 
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e 
achieved by the predtermination of other fact., ors such as the 

AI 
surface area of the electredes or by control of the depolarioer 

concentration (1). Lastly, by operattng continuously, the loss 

of activity of the electrodes - frequent during shut-down 

periods due to various causes such as exposure to the atmoo- 

phere - will be averted. 

In generals any electrode arrangement can be opprat94 

continuoualy by simply arranging an input of reaotants and 

an output of produots. However with the reoent advanoss in 

electrochemical technology, the scope for t4e development of 

now types of reaatoral incorporating the advant&9800 features 

listed above, is large and must be considered as a now technical 

disoiplines 

3.4 =OD8ia Of EXiSting QjUjo 

The majority of the electrolytio reaotors deocribed in 

the literature are of a small scale ard have been developed to 

investigate specific electrochemical topics. Their forms are 

various and are mootl3r inappropriate to ooale-up for commercial 

application. The advantages of continuous electrochemical 

reactors have been enumerated previously and thus this review 

will be restricted to two types of repotoro uhioh have the 

greatest potential for commercial operation by this modes 

They are: 

(i) Plate-type cello, including filter predo cello and 
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(ii) Calls using a suspension of conducting particlasp 

including the fluidised bad reactor and the electrolytic 

hydrocyclone reactor* 

3.41 *--Flat a-tvDo Gellal. 

Plate type calls are at present the most common eleatro- 

lytio reactor arrangement. Such calls basically consist of 

parallel electrode plateep connected alternately as anodes 

and cathodes, surrounded by the electrolyte. 

An excellent example of a plate-type call in the Hooker 

call fBr the production of chlorine. The process is well 

Itnown and represents the largest industrial exploitation of 

electrochemical reactions. Since the current densities 

involved are high, (0.2 - 1.0 ampo/cm 
2 )1 such cell units 

operate at a high capacity# and$ although they have been the 

subject of a considerable amount of development work# their 

basic form has not varied for over half a century. 

Plate type calls have also boon developed to affect or- 

ganic electrochemical processes. Since the current densities 

that may be achieved are often relatively low, much of the 

development work has been concerned with increasing the 

specific surface area of the electrodes and improving the 

production efficiency by continuous operatione 

Conway and Sohns (15) have described ouch a call inoor- 

porating lead/lead dioxide anodes and steel cathodes for the 

production of dialdehyde starch, The cell was scaled up to a 
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final volume of 1600ins3 with an activs anode surface area of 

520 ins2o Since the electrode area per unit volume was small, 

it was concluded that such a form would not be suitable for 

industrial use but that the work did provide useful experience 

in the scale up of electrochemical reactors. 

Mantell (42) has recently described a cell which hao been 

developed as an improvement to that of Conway and Sohns. The 

cell was assembled from a number of units in a form resembling 

a filter press. Each unit consisted of two plate electrodes 

separated by an ion exchange membrane, the anolyte and catholyte 

being pumped through interconnected altemate compartments. 

The final design produced a 2000 amps. call with current effic- 

iencies between 80 and 90% for the production of dialdehyde 

starche 

Similar cells had been previously described by Allen and 

Forman and Veatch. That by AUan, (2) was constructed from 

annealed polystyrene incorporating 22 compartments each of 

dimensions 6x5x0.5 ins. The call was used for the 

reduction of p-hydrozybenzaldehyda to the corresponding hydro- 

benzoin at tin cathodes. With this tinit a comparison was 

made between continuous and batchwise operation. It was 

found the former mode of operation gave yields and c=ent 

efficiency values of 75o7% and 65% respectively, compared with 

65.6% and 57.3% when the cell was operated batchwise. 
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The cell developed by Forman and Veatch (25) was of similar 

design but included a semi-permeable membrane separating the 

anode and cathode. A replica of this cell was built in the 

laboratory (54) to study its performance in rpducing m- 

nitrobenzene oulphonic acid to metanilic acid. Illustrations 

of this cell are presented in Figures 3.21 3-3 and 3-4, an a 

typical example of this type of reactor. 

The Monsanto process for the electrolytic reductive coupling 

of acrylonitrile to adiponitrilep referred to previously, em- 

ploys this type of unit. The industrial reactor consists of 

banks of 2/+ call compartmentas each w#h a lead cathode and 

alloy anodes separated by a oulphonated resin membrane, Further 

details of the process are available elsewhqrs (41+p 58)9 

The filter press-type call appears to be, one of the most 

attractive units for possible industrial use at the present 

time. Its simple construction allows for versatility of opera- 

tion, and ease of maintenance and scale-up, The electrodes may 

be of a variety of materials ends because of their planar form# 

may be arranged to operate at uniform potentials. Further, 

by minimising the distance between the electrodes, the call 

voltage can be reduced to relatively low values, 

The major requirements of an !. deal reactor that is not 

satisfied by plate-type calls is that of high capacity. Since 
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the current densities for organic electrolytic reactions are 

often relatively lowp production on a large scale would demand 

the employment of very extensive units. Problems of ciroulat- 

ing the alootrolytoop'ensuring effective liquid sealing of the 

compartments and conne6tions and of maintaining and replacing 

the electrode sections may then become prohibitive. 

3,42 
-Calls 

Using a Suspension of ý Conducting Particles. 

Work by Gerischer (27) in'1963 demonstrated the moot 

interesting phenomenam that a mobile bed of conducting partiolso 

in contact with a feeder electrode participates in the electro- 

lytic reaction. A suspension of Raney nickel in contact with 

a platinum gauze of surface area 2ý0m2 was used for the reduction 

of hydrogen. The suspension was maintained by the action of 

a magnetic stirrer and was separated from the secondary 

aleotrode-by a okintered glass diaphragm. The magnitude of the 

current obtained was found to be a function of both the quantity 

of nickel present and the extent of agitation. 

The work had been prompted by earlier'experiments by Baur 

and Muller and Schwabe (46). 

Such dispersed eleetroffe systems present a large electrode 

ourface area for electrolytic reaction and are expected to find 

particular application in the fields qf ; uel calls and industrial 

electrochemical processes. 

Two interesting examples of the development of dispersed 
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electrode forms are the fluidised bed reactqr (5) and the 

electrolytic hydrocyclone call (63). 

The former has recently been investigatqd in detail by 

Backhurat (4) using the reduction of m-nitr9benzene sulphonio 

acid to metanilic acid as the test reaction* Fluidised bads 

of copper or copper coated glass or polystyrene beds have been 

used in various formsp contact being made by an electrode 

feeder of limited size. The majority of thq work was concerned 

with the performance of the particles as point electrodesp by 

measuring the current densities obtained and by probing the 

potentials within. the bed. The results have indicated that 

the bed is most efficient when operated at 40% expansion and 

that there is an optimum size of particlep specific to the 

geometry of the system and to ýhe conditions of operations 

Shell Internationale Research (63) have developed the 

electrolytic hydrocyolone cell,, in whichs it is claimed the 

particles of the dispersed electrode are more frequently and 

effectively charged. A slurry of conducting particles in an 

appropriate electrolyte is introduced tangentially into a cell 

resembling a cyclone. The outer wall of the cyclone arrange- 

ment is lined by the parent electrodes facilitating frequent 

charge transfer by collision of the more dense particles under 

the centrifugal actiono Electrolytic reaction proceeds with 

respect to the Secondary electrode situated centrally within the 
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cyclone form. As is common for oyolýae oeqaratorso the 

particles collect at the bottomp and the ellotrolytepessentially 

particle free$ passes out at the top qf the unit. 

The performance Of Ouch dispersed electrode eyatems will be 

determined bv the rate of charging of the pirticlea# relative to, 
-, 

the rate of discharging by electrolytic action. Thisp for a 

specific electrochemical reactiono will be jetermined by the 

frequency of collision of the partiolge and by the efficiency of 

charge transfer during such collisionq. 

If the rate of charging of particles is relatively high# 

then each will operate continuously aq a point electrodel if, 

however, this rate is low, the particles will only be active for a 

ADDENDUM 

Goldschmidt and Le Goff (72) have recently 

investigated the conductivity of particulate beds, 

fluidised by air. Whilst the mechanism of charge and 

current transfer within such systems may be different 

to that of beds fluidised by an ionic liquid, their 

results do suggest that the electrical properties of 

fluidised beds are complex and, at present, are not. 

fully understood. 
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nature in arranging that the particleq are frequently and 

efficiently charged. The former may be achieved by the 

ingenius design of the electrode, suc4 as that of the electro- 

lytic hydrocyclone cell# or by arranging extensive electrode 

feeders to contact the particles thro4ghout a fluidised bad. 

The efficiency of charge transfer may be improved by cleansing 

the system of dirt and grease that may otherwise inhibit the 

process of collision charging. 

Dispersed electrode reactorsp suc4 as those described here# 

land themselves well to continuous opqration and therefore 

incorporate the associated advantages. Thq recently developed 

methods of metallic depositionp both chemical (64) and 

electrostatic (55)s permit the simple preparation and re- 

juvenation of the conducting particles of a variety of forms 

and metals. 

Howevert it is considered that dispersed electrode reactors 

may fail to satisfy the requirements qf an ideal reactor on two 

main accounts. Firstly, such electrode arrangements may not 

be capable of handling multiphase electrolytes without serious 

disruption and a resultant lose of operating efficiency. 

Secondlyo because of the degradation of the charge on particles 

between collioionsp a dispersed electrode system cannot be 

considered as one that operates at uniform electrode potentials. 

Furtherp it would be difficult to accurately predietp and thus 
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controlp the variation of the electrode potential in the direction 

of the secondary electrode, This would involve an intimate 

knowledge of the activity of the bad and of the conductivity of 

the particles for the specific conditionsiboth of which may be 

difficult to estimate. 

3,5, 
---Týejdej-of 

Packed Bed-Electrode 

The recent developments of three dimensionalp dispersed 

electrode arrangements have gone a long way to meeting the 

requirements of an ideal electrochemical reactor, cited in 

section 3.3. They appear more attraotive than conventional 

plate-type reactors, specifically in that they afford large 

electrode surface areas for electrolytic actions However, the 

problems of utilioing the surfaces areas effectively and of 

maintaining control of the operating potential are still largely 

unsolved* 

It was considered that these problems might be overcome by 

arranging the elements of a oomplex eleotro4e to be in permanent 

electrical contact with each other and with the electrode feedero 

Then each element would be capable of continuous operation to 

the extent demanded by the applied conditions, Thus, the idea 

of a paoked bed electrodes 

By employing paoking materials of high apeoifia surfaaa v 
areasp large electrode areas could be achieved per unit volume of 

bed. If the electrode saotione could then be made to operate at 
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high activitiesp large electrochemical capacities could then 

be achieved from relatively small units. F4rtherp by employing 

packed arrangements of high fractionaý voidqgep a maximum cross- 

sectional area would be presented fo. - the flow of current in the 

direction of the secondary electrode resulting in a minimum 

variation of the electrolyte potential. Low overall call 

voltages could then be achieved by co4siderqta arrangement of 

the electrodes and of other call components. 

The packed sections could be simpýy conqtruoted from 

commercially available packing materials so that assembly and 

maintenance could be effected simply and aoqnomicaUys Being of 

a stable construction, ouch electrode systei4s should be capable 

of handling gas-solid-liquid electrolyte mixtures without dis- 

ruption of the electrolytic performance and should be ideal for 

continuous operatione 

As oucho the features of a reactor incorporating packed bad 

electrodes promise to compare well with thoqe of an ideal a=ang's- 

ment. In a later section of this thesiop the results of an 

experimental investigation of packed bed electrodes are discussed 

ends in Section 7.09 a mathematical analysis is presented in 

which it has been attempted to simulate the performances of ouch 

electrode arrangements* 
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0 JRE-- ýJUU UOY, = M=TLQLU r, 4MINOPHENO. 1 

p-Aminophonol is a compound of commercial importance and in 

at present manufactured by chemical methods. Its preparation by 

the slootrolytlcroduction of nitrobenzene has been the subject 

of much investigation but, as yetp has not been successfully 

applied on an industrial scales 

The electrolytic preparation of p-eminophenol in a classic 

example of an organic electrochemical procasep illustrating well 

the associated problems and phenomena$ and demanding specific 

conditions for efficient operation. 

This section is introduced by a review of the industrial 

applications of p-aminophanol together with an appreciation Of 

the present-day methods and economics of its commercial 

manufacture* A survey of previous investigations into the 

electrolytic process is then presented from which the 

mechanism of the reaction is deduced and discussed relative 

to some influential variables, 

/,. I Commergill Manufacture and Use& of pAMigophenoj 

. p-Aminophanol has several important commercial applica- 

tions with a total demand in this country probably exceeding 

one thousand tons per annume 

In the photographic industryp one of thq uses of 

P-aminophanol is in the preparation of its N-monomethyl 

sulphate derivative, the latter being the well-known 
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developing reagent variously known as 'Matollp 'Planotoll or 

'Elon' . The reagent is widely used for the development of 

black and white materials and has recently found further 

applications when mixed with other such reagents. 

The major use of p-aminophenol in the pharmaceutical 

industry is as an intermediate in the preparation of 

p-actamidophonolp which has been used to an increasing 

extent in recent years as a mild analgesic under the approved 

name of-paraostamol. Other uses include the preparation 

of artificial sweeteners such as I+-nitro-! -; 4minophenole 

The third major use of p-aminophenal is in the dyestuffs 

industrys specifically for the dyeing of furs and as an 

intermediate for the preparation of various azo- and 

oaphur dyes* 

p-Aminophanol is believed to be manufactured by two 

methods. These are the reduction of p-nitrophenol or 

p-nitrosophanol using either sodium polyoulphide or powdered 

iron; (529 8). The choice of starting m4terials and of 

the method of reduction will naturally depeld on the 

availability and cost of the materials and on, the relative 

usefulness of the product solution thqt is qbtained. 

Generallyp howeverv it would be somewhat cheaper to reduce 

4 P-M. trooophenol using powdered iron, 

p-Nitrosophanol may be prepared by the nitrosaticn of 
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phenol with sodium nitrite in the presenoe of sulphurio acid 

at temperatures lose than 5 deg. C. Becauoq of its instability 

p-nitrosophanol must be made on oite and used relatively 

quickly in the next stage of the process. 

p-Nitrophenol isp on the other hand, perfeatly stable ends 

after production by nitrating phenol with n. 41. tric acid by the 

normal methodsp may be stored and useA as required. 

The product solution of p-aminophenol an in the 

manufacture of dyestuffs, be used immediately in a further 

process. Otherwisep a crude product may be obtained by 

concentrating the liquor and orystallining the p-aminophanole 

For application in the pharmaceutical industryg a colourleso 

product of high purity is often required. In ouch oases, 

the crude p-aminophenol must undergo a series of complex and 

often expensive recrystallioation and dooolourising operations* 

The present commercial price of crude grade p-, aminophanol 

in this country is approximately seve4 shillings per pounde 

This is relatively expensive, but is to be expected when 

production must be effected by a two-stage process from the 

common starting materialp phenol, to the final product* 

It isp for the reason of economics that the electrolytic 

preparation of p-aminophenol by the direct reduetion of 

nitrobenzene is commercially attractivep and was therefore 

considered as a suitable test reaction for the present work. 
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A,, 2 ýjt AjxLo 

p-Aminophenol may be slootrol7tically prepared by two 

methods, These are the direat reduatýcn of p. -nitrophanol and 

the partial reduction of nitrobenzens to phony1hydro3gr1amine# 

whichq lmder suitable czAditions (7), undergoes intra-molsoular 

rearrangement to p-aminophenole The latter process is more 

significant since niirobenzens is considerably cheaper than 

p-nitrophenol and thus would be more economical even with 

lower yields of p-aminophencl. 

The advantages of slootrolytip oompgred. with ohomical 

methods of preparation are apparent when considering the expense 

and complexity of chemical manufaoture, They have previously 

been enumerated and discussed by Day at al (19). 

Gatterm = (26) and Bayer (10) were the first to describe 

the preparation of p-aminophanol by the electrolytic reduction 

of nitrobenzene in 1893, Using smoqth pl4tinum electrodes 

they obtained p-aminophanol yields of 20-50% from solutions of 

nitrobGnzons in concentrated sulphurio acid. The system was 

further investigated by other workers (341 49) who examined- 

the relative merits of using platinumo carbon and graphite 

cathodes. Haber (29) and Schmidt (30) at the turn of the 

centur7p made reference to the importpoe of the elootrode 

material in influencing the electrode potential. They, 

Suggested that materials of low hydrogen overpotential would 
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effect the preparation of p-aminophenqj more efficiently becaus 

of their potential controlling characteristics* 

As a result of this early work, one company is believed to 

have manufaatured p-aminophanol on a small co=ercial seals 

during the First World War (1914 - 18). Electrolysis was con- 

ducted at platinum electrodes arranged in banks of cells. The 

electrolyte was a 91% solution of sulphuric acid in which the 

nitrobenzene was readily solublev and the yields of p-aminophanol 

obtained ranged between 40 and 50% at curreqt efficienoiss of 
25%, The process, however, provedlýto be unazonomicall 

primarily due to the expense of rejuvenating the acidp maintain- 

ing the cell and electrodes and the man-power involved, and was 

discontinued at the end of the War in preference to chemical 

manufacturing methods. Further details of the process are 

available elsewhere (47)s 

The development of this reaction was then directed towards 

making the operating conditions less rigorous and therefore# 

potentiallys more economical, The parform&nces of the more 

common metals as electrodes were investigated, employing more 

dilute solutions of sulphurio acid and maintaining the 

nitrobenzene in suspension as a secordary phase. The 

influence of various operating conditions were examined in 

attempts to improve the yields and efficiency of p-aminophenol 

production. In many cases,, criteria for efficient cparation 
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have been ouggestedp which although somewhat contradictory$ do 

present a broad knowledge of the oharaoterigtice of the system. 

Brigham and, Lukens (12) investigated thq effeOts of various 

cathode materials and acid concentrations o4 the course of the 

reaction. They concluded that graphite., silvers nickel and 

copper all have similar overpotentials and that they perf orm 

similarly as cathodes for this reduction. They considered 

an acid strength of 50% to be the optimum cqncqntration of 

the catholyte andl at elevated temperaturesp obtained 

p-aminophanol -yields of up to 65%. Solanýi (66) obtained 

similar results when operating copperp nickel and variously 

treated iron and steel samples as cathodes ýn acid oonoentra- 

tions also of approximately 50%* 

The dependence of the electrolytic reaction on the extent 

of electrolyte agitation about the active 94rfaces has been 

fully investigated by Wilson and Udupa (71). They have 

found that the yields of p-aminophenol that could be achieved 

were dependent on the speed at which the cathode was rotated* 

Yields approaching 70% could be obtalýed at rotational speeds 

of 1000 repome compared with yields of only 10-20% for non- 

agitated systems* Similar improvements by agitating the 

electrolyte have also been reported by Klug (37) and Day at al 

(21)9 

The temperature of operation also appears to influenos 
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the course of the over&U reduction. At low temperaturea 

(0 - 500) the complex polymerý emeraldinep has been obtained with 

only trace amounts of p-aminophenol (12). However, by 

elevating the temperature of the system from ambient to 70 - 96001 

much improved yields of p-aminophenol have been reported 

(12$ 19.9 37p 71). 

The advantageous effects on the preparation of the presence) 

in the catholyte of lanticatalysts' or Iredox compounds' was 

reported as early as 1915 (16) 34). Compounds that can 

operate the so-called redox cycle (Section 5-4) are salts of 

metals thatp as ionss are capable of existing in more than one 

state of oxidations such as salts of leads copper$ arsenic, 

mercury and tin. Such systems may be initiated either by 

employing alloy or amalgamated electrodes, or by the addition 

of specific salts to the catholyte. The extent to which such 

systems improve the yields of p-aminophenol has frequently been 

reported in the past to be substantial (19s 20s 48j 62). 

Despite the great interest in the electrolytic preparation 

over the last 70 yearso there have been few attempto to define 

the role of the cathode potential in controlling the reactions 

Most of the investigations, mentioned here, have been con- 

ducted under constant current conditigns. In such cases, 

any variationof the operating'vari'ables would require that 

the electrode potential should change in order to maintain 
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tha overall call ourrents 

Latelyp Harwood st al (31) have i4ventigated this reaotion 

at controlled cathodic potentials usiýg a recently developed 

potentiostate Electrolysis Idas conjucted at a mercury 

cathode* the oatholyte being a 2N sulphurto said solution of 

a 40% ethyl alcohol - 60% water mixtuTe in yhioh the 

nitrobenzene was soluble. Operation was býtoh-wiss at 

cathodic potentials of -0,409 -0960t -0.80 and -0,90 volts 

with respect to a standard calomel ellotrodes In each case, 

the product mix was analysed quantitatively at periods during 

the operation. The highest p-aminop4enol ýLeldsj approximate- 

ly, 65%, were obtained at the lowest výlus of oathods potentialt 

with the byproducto suoh as anilines ýzoxybenzeno and p-phene- 

tidens becoming more prsdominaýit at t4s hig4er potentialso 

Thin latter report in of great interent'j'aince it ouggests 

a dominant role of the oathods poteattal in governing the over- 
I 

all aleatrolytic reaotions In the first part of the present 

experimental work, 6XtGnBiv4 investigations of this reaction 

have been performed In order to define better this dependence 

on the operating potential* The results of this work are 

presented and discussed in Section 5.4. 

4.3 Moohanism of-the Rea2Uog. 
I 

It is generally accepted that the electrolytic reduction 

of nitrobenzene initiates the prooes6ess both chemical and 
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slactrochomioall repronented in Figure 4*1* 

Nitrobonsons may be reduoqd slactrolytioally 14 throo, otages 

to alillins 0 
in an acidic mediums the second intermsdiate, 

phany1hydroxylaminj# *a-v Undergo intramolsoular rearrangement 

to f om p-aminophsAol s The overall reaction therefore- 

renders aniline and p-amipphenolýas the major produotse In 

the presence of ethyl alcohol, a further reaction of the 

p-aminophonol may proceed, resulting iý the formationof 

p-phonatidine (31? ) 

In an alkaline medium# a condensation reaction between the 

two intermediates, nitrosobenzene and phanylhydroxylamine 

results in azo3WbOAZOAS and aniline being the major products 

(18), If the electrolyte im then acidified, asoxybenzens may 

be further reduced to azobenzene and hydrasobenzeAss which 

rearranges to give the product# p-beniidine (19)9 

Since the present work. is concerned with, tho preparation of 

p-aminophanolp only the first series of reactions in initially 

relevanti 

For a opeoilic eleatrolytio reduotion tq proosed at a 

cathode ourfaosp, a certain LM. r. must be. supplied by the 

slootrods potentials The ReMspe that is required for the 

reduction of nitrobenzens in greater than that of nitromc. ý 
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benzenes but less than that for the final reduction of 

pheny1hydro3Wl&mine to aniline. It was felt# therefore, that# 

by controlling the cathodic potential at relatively low 

valuesp the reduction to aniline could be restricted, and that 

the phany1hydroxylamine formed would,, to a greater extent# 

rearrange to p-aminophonol. At higher cathodic potentialop 

howeverp the rate of reduction to aniline would increase, at 

the expense of the p-aminophenol yield. 

It was further considered that the imposition of other 

variables woulflaodify but in no sense alter this basic 

dependence of the reaction on the electrode potential. Such 

operating variables could affect the overall reaotion by 

influencing: - 
(i) the overpotential of the electrode materials 

(ii) the solubility of the depolariser and thus its 

ooncentraticn at.! the"activo cathode surfaces, I 
(iii) the diffusional control of the electrolytic reactionsl 
(iv) the rates of the electrochemical and chemical 

prooesseop and finally# 
I 

(y) by exerting an indirect potential controlling effect 

on the reduction processes. 

The influence of the variables$ considered as having the 

most effect on the overall reactions have been investigated 

relative to the cathodic potential with a view to improving the 
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p-aminophenol yields. The experimental work and'the results 

that were obtained are described and discussed in Section 

5.0, 
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5,0o EXPERIMENTA IWESTIGATION Ofý THE ELECTROLYTIC 

REDUCTION OF NITROBENZENE* 

The preparation of p-aminophenol by the cathodic reduction 

of nitrobenzene has been extensively investigated6 The 

maJor conclusion of the work is that the operating potential 

of the cathode is a dominant factor in determining both the 

rate and the products of the overall roactione 

In this section the experimental' and analytical methods 

employed are desoribedp followed by the presentation and 

discussion of the results that were obtained6 

5.1-Description of the lasotrolytic Calls, 

Two glass cello have been constructed for the purpose of 

investigating the electrolytio-preparation of p-aminophenol 

at controlled electrode potentials* 

The firsts which was specifically used to examine the 

current density/potential relationships, is represented in 

Figure 5.1. Mercury, drop and metallic plate cathodes of 

predetermined surface area were employed in relatively large 

volumes of elactrolytep so that the effects of concentration 

variation could be minimised, Deoxygenation and agitation 

of the electrolyte about the oathode was affected by bubbling 

nitrogenp introduced at the base of the call. Heat could be 

applied to the system by enclosing the call within a hot air 

batht the temperature of which was controlled by a simple 



FIGURE 5.1 

ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL FOR INVES. IGATING RATES OF DEPOLARISATION. 
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ON-OFF mechanism. 

The second cell, Figure 5*2, was employed to investigate 

the dependence of p-eminophanol yields on the oathodý potential. 

for specific operating conditions. A large cylindrical 

cathode of copper was used so that analynable quantities of 

product could be obtained. The cathodes driven by an electric 

motors could be rotated at various speeds up to 2500 r*pemop 

electrical contact being made by silver brushes on brass at 

the top of the rotating shaft* By situating the call in a 

thermostatically controlled heating mantle# this system could 

also be maintained at elevated temperatures. 

Throughout the experimental works the potential of the 

working electrode vao controlled by reference and potentio. 

static systems similar to those previously describedp 

(Seation 2*0). The anodes that were used were ooils of 

platinump the anode chamber being separated from that of the 

cathode by a exintered glass diaphrap, 

5,2 Enerimental Detailso 

For. each of the experimental runes the olectrolytio coll 

was clesneds assembled an required and charged with the 

conducting electrolytes. The means of agitation was 

applied as the specific amount of nitrobenzene was added no 

that dispersion and solution were quickly achieved. 

Electrolysis was then oommenoed by applying the specific 



FIGURE 5.2 

ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL FOR INVESTIGATING PRODUCTS OF DEPOLARISATION. 
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potential to the oathode by means of the potentiostat, 

It was considered important that, af ter a ohange of the 

operating ocnditions, the system should be 41lowed time to 

adjust to the now equilibrium before readings of slootrods 

potential, current and call voltage were ts4ens 

During the runs when an analysis of the pr9duots was 

required, attempts were made to maintain the specific 

conditions of operation throughout the period of eleotrolywiss 

Readings of current and oell-voltaga were taken at frequent 

intervals so that any variations were rooor4ed and that the 

course of the reaotionoould be followed. At the and of 

each r=# the aqueous and organic product solutions were 

geparatedg 'volumetrioally measured and samples prepared f or 

analysis# 

A cartain amount of difficulty was ancotintered with the 

referanao systems Since the potentýomtat controls the 

electrical input to the-oall with respect to the reference 

aleotrodep a failure within the reference system results in a 

Joao of such control. It was therefore found neoeosaz7 to 

frequently check the calomel electrode and the salt bridge 

connection to the reference probel for dirt or air bubbles 

that would inhibit its action. 
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5.3 Ajugz Mio TochnLgueße 

Qualitative and quantitative analysis of motion produots 

is always a major problem of the research worker. Methods 

that are reliable# simple and quick are naturally preferred# 

although the establishment of such techniques for a specific 

case is often very time conaumingo 

The techniquesp employed byworkers who have previously 

investigated the present reaction haves in thezain_been ones 

of physical separation and measurement of the component ' 

produotse These methods are considered lose efficient and 

less accurate than those evolved for the present work. 

Quantitative analysis of the aqueousýproduct solution 

has been achieved by two methods; the estimation of the 

total amino concentration by potentiometria titration, and the 

determination of the p-aminophanol/aniline molar, ratio, uAing 

a nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer. 

Singh (65) has described, the technique for the 

quantitative analysis of amines by titration with standard 

sodium nitrite solution. The reaotion involved in the 

"ll-knoun diazotisation of "NH2 uith -NO radicals. 

- NH2 * HONO. -N = NOH + H20 

It has been reported that the end point of such titrations 

may be conveniently observed potentiometrically (45) and that 

the presence of small quantities of potassium bromide ''. 
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acoolerates the reaction making the end point more distinot 

(36)& 

This technique has been employed throughout the present 

work to estimate the total amino concentration of the product 

golutionp essentially that of both p-amihophonol, and aniline, 

The course of the titration has been observed by measuring 

the potential difference between a calomel olootrode and a 

complimentary platinum electrode using a digital voltmeter (69). 

By this method) the amino concentration could be estimated 

to within t2% error6 This was ostablýohed using standard 

solutions of the two produots6 

A typical potential curve for the titration is represented 

in Figure 5s3o 

The molar ratio of p-aminophanol to aniline was determined 

using the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectrometer, Type R*10p 

(60 megacyleo)p supplied by Perkin-Elmer (53)e The principle 

of the technique involves applying a small osoillatingl 

magnetic field to the sample,, This induces transitions between 

the energy levels of components by a resonance effect, when 

the frequency of the oscillating fiela is the same-as that of 

the transitions* When such transitions scour in the sample, 

the resultant oscillation in the magnetic field induces a 

voltage oscillation in a receiver coil which can be amplified 

and detected, Such transition frequencies for the protons 



FIGURE 5.3. 

TYPICAL POTENTIAL CURVE FOR POTENTIOMETRIC TITRATION. 
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of p-aminophonoll aniline and nitrobenzene are conveniently 

distinct and thus these components may be estimated by this 

technique. Details of nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectrometry may be better appreciated from other sources 
(51ý 59). 

Whilst at low concentrations$ this specific spectrometer 

does not give good accuracy for absolute quantitative analysis, 

it was estimated that a molar ratio of the two species to 

within 13% error could be obtained. The form of the spectrum 

given by the spectrometer for this system and the graphical 

constructions required to measure the molar ratiosp are 

reproduced in Figure 5,4o 

5.4. 
-Discussion of Results. 

The investigation of this specific electrolytic reaction 

was performed in two stages. 
_ 

The first examined the effects 

of various operating conditions on the general polarisation 

curve; that is their influence on the rate of depolarisation 

at specific cathode potentials. This was followed-by an 

investigation of the products obtained at controlled cathode 

potentials under conditionst estimated to be beneficial to 

p-aminophanol preparation. 

5, &1. General Polarisation Curve. 

The rate of depolarisation at the cathode surfaces is' 

represented by the current that passes. This will initially 
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be dependent on the EsMoPo available, that iss on the cathode 

potential that is applied. The current potential relationship 

for a certain system may be represented by 4 polarisation 

plot. 

The general polarisation curV6 for the cathodic reduction 

of nitrobenzene in an aqueous sulphuric acid electrolyte in 

illustrated in Figure 5*5 as a Plot of log-current against 

cathode potential. The form of the. curve can be explained 

in terms of electrochemical phenomena as follows: - 

The two electrolytic reactions thqt can occur at the 

cathode surfaces are the reduction of nitrobenzene and the 

evolution of hydrogen. Since the E. M. F. for the organic 

reduction is less than that required for the evolution of 

hydrogenp the former cathodic reaction proceeds at the lower 

potentials. The current increases rapidly with more negative 

cathode potentialsp ABO as the reduction proceeds at an 

increasing rate, until the limiting current density for the 

organic depolarisation is approached, BC. At approximately 

-0-35 voltso the E. M. F. for hydrogen evolutjon becomes 

available at the cathode surfaces. This second reaction then 

occurs preferentially to that involving nitrobenzones at 

increasing rates as the cathode potential is further in- 

creased, CD. The limiting current density for hydrogen 

evolution is approached at a point E, when the current 
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finally becomes independent of the cathode potentials 

Since the present work is e4naerned with the reduction of 

nitrobanzonsp the initial part of the curve AC, at cathode 

potential lose than that required for the evolution of hydrogen# 

is of immediate interests 

5. 
ý42 

&to of-. DepollirieLtion at-Cogtrolled Ilectrode Potentials* 

The rate of depolarisation by organic reduction at specific 

cathode potentials depends on the asnditions about the cathode* 

In this sectionp the roxults of an inyestigation of the more, 

influential parameters are presented. These are considered to 

be the cathode materiall the acidity pf the electrolyte# the 

nitrobenzens concentration, the extent of agitationfthe 

temperature of operation and the addition of redox compounds. 

The results are evaluated with a view to improving the overall 

rates of depolarisations 

It has been reported that the influence of the cathode 

material on the electrolytic reduction of nitrobenzene is 

dependent on many complicating factoral such asthe structure 

and preparation of the active surfaces (66) and the catalytic 

effect of the material (28). Generaýlyp howevert the important 

requirement of an electrode material for this reaction, is that 

it should operate effectively at relatively high current 

densities at Potentials less than that required for hydrogen 
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evolution. 

The polarisaticn curves for plate electrodes of nickel# copper 

and lead under similar operating conditions are represented 

by Figure 5.6. The performance of sitting drops of mercuz7 as 

cathodes waa also investigated. Howsvers the difficulties 

of reproducing stable mercury drops and of estimating surface 

areas prevented an accurated determination of the polarisation 

characteristics. The results that were obtained suggested that 

mercury would perform similarly to lead, with a hydrogen 

evolution potential of approximately -0-58 volts. 

By comparison with lead, copper and nickel appear to per- 

form effectively as cathodes for this electrolytic reduction. 

Bf. g4ve relatively high current densities of 28 m. amps/=2 gi 

as ths hydrogen evolution potential is approachedt this 

potential also being relatively low# -0-35 to -0*45 volts- 

The potential at which hydrogen is evolved is dictated by 

the hydrogen overpotential of the cathode material and by the 

conditions of electrolysis. Whilst no attempt has been made 

to correlate the operating conditions, it is interesting to 

note that the sequence and differences of the hydrogen evolution 

potentials that were observed for the four cathode materials 

are similar to the hydrogen overpotentials tabulated by Allen (3)p 

Table 5*lo 



FIGURE 5.6 

POLARISATION CURVES FOR NICKEL, COPPER AND LEAD CATHODES 
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Cathode c. dat, 0 of Hydrogen 
Material H2 evolution 112 evolution overpotential 

(m-amps/cm2 (volts) (volts) 

Nickel 27*5 - 0.28 - 0,, 21 

Copper 26.0 - o. 31 - 0.23 

Lead 19,10 - 0,50 - 0.64 

Mercury - - 0-58 - 0.78 

T abl a L. I. 

These experimental results have demonstrated ths possibility 

of using nickel or copper effectively as thp electrode material 

for this electrolytic reduction. L#tle or no loss or corrosion 

of the cathodes was obser7ed under the applied conditions as 

long as a continuous potential was applied. Since copper io 

relatively cheap and workables and is imediately available in 

a variety of forms, this material has been used as the cathode 

for the majority of the proceeding investigationes 

The acidity of the, conducting electrolyte haso in the past# 

been thought to have a strong influence on the course of the 

reduction of nitrobenzene6 Sulphuric acid strengths of 92% 

(47)p 50% (12) and 30% (21) have been proposed as optim=s for 

the preparation of p-aminophanol, but high yields have also 

been reported using more dilute acid oolutions and by applying 

other advantageous variables (19, A 48)- 
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Apart trom the Wluonas of the add ooneentration on the 

dhamical ahd slootroohemical processes, it is impqrtant to 

eonsidbr the offsot of this uriable on the nitrobentens 

solubility and on the oonduativity of the elvatrolytes The 

relatimships botuabn that* factors and uid strength are 

recordod ih Appondix 10 Table 31 and roprooorit6d by Figure 

Elven at aliovated totporatureop niýrobansane is cay 

00luble, to any extent) in very Conoentrated folutions of 

oulphtiria aoida Roveverl operation of the aleatrolytio 

prooets uith ouch acia sleatrolytoo ham been found to be 

difficult and unsoonomibal (47)6 1A lower &aid 00noentrations 

5- 30%p the solubility of nitrobcasene is redueed to 

approxibiatbly Os6 and 14 gmoAOOoa at 18*o and 80*o 

respootivelys 
The ooriduotivity of tha alvotrolyte is a moot irAportant 

factor abioa it ihIlueno6s the call vplta'ge of & xygtom and 

datendhais the variation of the isolution potentid in a three 

ditionsioul bad olotrodes In all eases, an sleatrolyto 

of high specific conductivity is preferable so that potential 

loasso betueen the slootrodes are mihimised. solutiong of 

sulphurlo aoid are most conduative at strangtho of approxi. 

mately 20%ý the speoific conduetivity then ýGiftg 0435 

ohms" cm-'s The relationship betusen the sploitio 



FIGURE 5.7 

SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY AND NITROBENZENE SOLUBILITY OF SULPHURIC ACID. 
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condu-Wtjv, jty, of sulphuric acid solutiona and temperature may 

be approximated to I- 

Xt -= K,,, [I+ 0-014 (t - 3.8)] 

where Xt is the specific conductivity at a temperature 

t0 of 

and Kla is the specific conductivity at 180c (50) 

Thus, the specific conductivity of a ; 0% sulphurio acid 

solution at 80 0o is 1*373 ohms -1 OM -1 
0 

Polarisation curves for electrolyte aoid strengths of 

between 5% and 50% have been obtained but no sensible relation- 

ship between current density and acidity could be deduoadG For 

conveniencep and so that the electrolytes would be relatively 

conduotiveg the majority of the proceeding investigations were 

performed in the presenoe of 3 or 4 molar sulphurio acid 

solutions$ that is of strengths 16.61C and 22% respeotivelys 

The relationship between the current de'rsiity and the 

nitrobenzene concentration is illustrated by Figure $68 for 

specific cathode potentials* The rate of depolarisation 

increases with increasing nitrobenzene concentration until 

saturation in achievedp after which the presence of nitro. 

benzenet as a secondary phases serves only to maintain the 

maximum concentration at the active surfaces* 

It has been reported (71) that if the nitrobenzene 



FIGURE 5.8 

POLARISATION CURVES - VARIOUS NITROBENZENE CONCENTRATIONS. 
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concentration at the cathode surfam io alýewsd to be 

depreciated by sleatrolytia reaction$ phsnylhydroýylaminf 

ags=em the role of dspolariser to a greater extent# resulting 

in higher yields of aniline- It would therefore appear to be 

beneficial to the p-eminophenol. yield to maýhtain an excess of 

hitrobenzene in suspension* By agitating the electrolyte a 

maximum concentration of the depolariser may be continuously 

presented at the oathods surfacOss 

Because of the low solubility of Altrobonzene in the &aid 

eleotrolytep it would be expected that the organic depolarisa- 

tion in diffusion controlledv that in, the rate of diffusion 

of nitrobanzene to the cathode surfaoes limits, to an extent, 

the rate of depolarisation6 Such a control may be reduced 

by agitating the electrolyte about the cathýdej with a result 

that the rates of depolarisation are improved. This is 

i 

demonstrated by Figure 5,9 which reprpsents the current densities 

that may be achieved for this reaction at various speeds of 

rotation of the cathode, 

The current density is substantia4ly increased even by 

rotating the cathode at very lew speeds. At approximately 

1,500 rp,, M-p equivalent to a surface speed Of 300 ft/minp 

it appears that the maximum. reduction of tho diffusion control 

Is achievadp and little further improvement of the current 

414 
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density is achieved with faster rotation* 

Klug (37) has demonstratad that agitation of the 

electrolyte also influences the course of the electrolytic 

reduction of nitrobenzalls in improving the p-aminophanol 

y1eld. If the electrolyte about the cathode is efficiently 

agitatedg the intermediate product) phany1hydroit: ylamine, is 

rapidly removed frem the cathode surface, so decreasing its 

chances of further reduction to aniline. Data from (71) and 

(21) substantiate this phenomenume 

The affect of temperature variatiqn on on electrochemical 

process is often a complex Ones involving the overpotential, of 

the electrode materials$ the solubility of the depolariserp the 

conductivity of the eleoýrolytes and the rate of the electrolytic 

reactions. The relationship between the rate of an 

electrochemical reaction and temperature is possibly similar 

to that for chemical reactionss namely the well-known Arrhenius 

relationshipg- 
-11, ('rate of reaction) W. sT 

To date, no reports of workp that has fuUy investigated theise 

relationships, has been found. 

Figure 5,10 represents the relatipnehips between current 

density and temperature that have been obtained for the present 

electrolytic reaction. Curve (1) represents the relationship 
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INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON CURRENT DENSITY. 
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for incres-sLig temperatures and (2) and (3)0 those for 

decreasing tamperatt=eu. The difference between cur7es (1) 

and (2)q both at cathode potentials of -0.15 volts, ma. 7 

possibly be explained as a hysterisia effect and also an errors 

due to insufficient time being allowed for electrochemical 

equilibri= to be attained at specifio temperatures. 

It is itteresting to note the straight line relationships 

that are givenp suggesting that some overall Arrhenius 

interpolation may be r*ascnably successful, The inconsistances 

of the lines and their continuation at a different gradient 

may be logically, explained by cons ideration of a series of 

current/potential curves representing different electrolyte 

temperaiures. At a certain potential# the current increases 

linearly with rise in temperatUreo until the limiting current 

density is apprcached. Further increase in current with 

temperature then continues according to another linear 

relationship. 

It has been widely reported that the addition of certain 

redox: compounds to the catholyte is beneficial to the 

production of P-aminophenol (see Seotio4 1+. 2). 
, 

The metallic 

ion of ouch oomp,. ýunds in capable of existing in more than one 

state of oxidation and participates in the electrolytic 

reaction by undergoing a reduction/oxidation cycle. The higher 

oxidiaed ionic species is reduced at the cathode and then 
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effoots the reduction of the depolariLen By this 

prozoas the ions revert to the higher oxidioed states 

Depending on the extent towhich depolariiation is affected 

by this indirect routep the electrolytic reaction will 

prooesd at a faster rate bsoause of the superior mobility 

ýano 
east of reduction of such ionic species compared with 

that of nitrobenzones 

The results, represented by Figurp $*Up show that the 

extent to uhich 13tannous ions partioipate in the eleetrolytic 

reactivn is initially dependent on thoir moentrations 

However# above a concentration of approximately 1*00oo of 

saturated SUC12/100oo of eleotrolytel littIq further 

improvement of ; urrent density vas achieved. This suggests 

that, for a batch systems there is a maximum participation 

of such ionic species in the electrochemical reaotionp 

probably relative to the cathode surface area rather than 

to the eleotrolyte volumes 

From thege investigations it has been conoluded that the 

rate of the electrolytic reduction of nitroýenzene May be 

improved by ensuring efficient agitation of the eleotroly-te 

about the cathodep by elevating the tomperature'and' by 

aading stannous chloride to the electrolyte* This speoifia 

electrolyiie reactionp aswith most organio elootrosyntheses, 
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proceeds at rslative17 slow ratio demanding units of large 

capacity for production on arq scale* It is therefore 

important to make all possible improvements to the rate of 

depolarisation so leng an it is not at the expense of the 

p-aminophanol 7iold. 

To investigate the effoots on the p-aminophenol yield of 

appl7d. ng these specific conditions, the products of the 

electrolytic reactions conducted at various controlled 

electrode potentials$ have been quantitatively analysea. 

Three sets of operating conditions were selected for the 

investigations. They ares 

Conditions Is 'operation at ambient temperatures# 18 0a 

no additions of redox compounds. 

ConditionsII 8 operation at ambient temperatures, 18 0a 

additions of 1.0ac sat. S Cl, 
ý/100co n4 

electrolyte 

Conditions III i operation at an elevated temperaturep 850o 

addition of l*Occ sat, SnC12/100co 

electrolyte* 

The call containing the cylindrical copper cathode was 

employed and the cathode was rotated at lP500 r. p. m. so that 

the maximum advantages Of agitating the electrolyte were 

achievsdo The el6ctr'OlYte was of 15-20% sulphuric acid 

containLtg 5,, E. xz/100oo of nitrobenzene whichs under the 
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action of the rotating cathodap was maintained an a fine suspen- 

oion within the aqueoug solution, 

The currentlP densities that were achieved for each of the 

threa conditions of op6ration over the range of cathode 

potential investigated, are tabulated in Appendix I# Table 8# 

and represented by Figure 5*129 It Is of interest to note 

that by operating under Conditions III compared with 

Conditions I$ the current density may be improved by a 

. factor of two or three* 
I 

at Gontrolled EleatEods 

Potentip. 1po 

The products of the electrolytic reduction of nitrobenzene 

at various controlled potentials and under each of the three 

sets of operating conditions have been quantitatively 

analysed, The p-aminophanol yields that have been achieved 

are tabulated in Appendix I# Table 9j and-are-jorepresented 

graphically in Figure 5.13. 

Curve I represents the p-aminophanol yields that were 

obtained under the basic conditions of ambient temperatures 

with no additions of redox compounds. Although over the 

range of electrode Potential investigated, both p-aminophenol 

and aniline were formedq the results demonstrate that the 

final reduction of phenylhydro3tylamine can be limited by 

maintaining the cathode potential at a value less than 
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FIGURE 5.13 

VARIATION OF PRODUCT YIELD WITH CATHODE POTENrIAL 

CATHODE POTENTIAL (volts) 

with respect to hydrogen electrode. 
Reference: Appendix I, Table 9. 
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-0-15 volts- The decrease in the p-aminophenol yields at 

potentials successively high than this values suggests that 

the increasing activity at the cathode surfaces enables 

the total reduction to aniline to proceed with increasing 

ease* It is estimated at higher cathode potentialej the 

yields of aniline would continue to increase at the expense 

of those of p-aminophancle 

The results, obtained in the presence of stannous ions 

and represented by curve UP illustrate well the supposed 

action of such redox compounds. At cathode potentials 

equivalent to the reductive E. M. F. of the lower oxidised 

state of the redox species, the direct reduction of the 

nitrobanzens at the cathode surfaces is merely replacedo 

to an extent, by indirect reduction by the atennous ions. 

Since the reductive potentials operatýng on the nitro- 

benzene are similarp the results achieved are not 

% appreciably different from those in the absence of the 

redox compounds At higher cathode potentiales howevers 

the reductive E. M. F. acting on the nitrobenzens is 

controlled to an extent by that of the lower oxidised state 

of the redox species. The decrease of the p-aminophanol 

yields) normally associated with the higher potentials, 

is thus delayed and reducel by the action of the redox 

system* This may be appreciated by comparing curves I 
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and II of Figura 5*13* 

The final sets of results, curve IIIj were obtained when 

the previous OYOtemwas elevated to a temperature of 8500, 

Substantially improved yields Of P-&Minophepol, were obtained 

at cathode potentials of -0#10 and . Ool5 volts. Howevers 

at potentials above -0-15 voltas a sharp increase in the yield 

of aniline was encountered which continued steadily at 

higher potentialss similarly to the previous not of results 

at ambient temperatures. It appears that by elevating 

the temperature of the process# the electrolytic reactions 

and the chemical rearrangement of pherqlhydroxylamine are 

accelerated. Thus$ at lower cathode potentials the in- 

creased rate of rearrangement affords consioerably higher 

yields of p-aminophenol. Above a critical potential of 

-OX voltsp howeverp the increased eggs of which the 

intermediate in reduced to anilinep reduces the p-aminophenol 

yields to values similar to those obtained at ambient 

temperaturso., 

Throughout the experimental inventigational the current 

efficiencies for the preparation of P-aminophenol have been 

found to be equivalent to those of the Yield. it 

therefore appears thats over the range of cathode potentialg 

investigatedp the only reactions that proceed at the 
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cathode surfaces are those of organic reduction resulting in 

the formation of p-aminophencl or aniline. This has been 

establiehed by correlation of the equivalents of current 

passed and those required for the preparatipn of these 

two products. The slight discrepancy between these values 

at potentials of -0-35 and -0,,, 40 volts are attributed to 

hydrogen being evolved in small quantities at the cathode. 

It is suggested that at higher potentials$ the increasing 

rate of this second depolarisation. would rapidly reduce 

the current efficiencies for the organic reductions. 

The conclusions that improved yield of p-aminophenol 

may be achieved by the addition of redox compounds and by 

elevating the temperature of the system have often been 

reported by other workers$ (see Section 4.2). The value 

of this present work is that it demonstrates the primary 

dependence of both the rate and the opurse of the electro- 

lytio reduction of nitrobenzene on the potential of the 

working electrode* The results further demonstrate the 

relative merits of operating in the presence of stannous 

ions and at elevated temperatures at specific cathode 

potentials* In so doingp they help to define the effects 

of such conditions on the reaction mechanism, 

Correlation of these results with those previously 
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reported is difficult# since it appears that the majority 

of such work has been conducted under conditions of 

constant currents In such casO4 the electrode potential 

would be required to alter with the variation of the 

electrolytic conditions, to maintain the current densitye 

'When investigating one of the more influential parameters 

under such conditionsp an improvement of the polarisation 

characteristics could result in operation at appreciably 

different electrode potentials, ' 

Generally$ however, the yields of p-amipophenol# achiev- 

ed during this present investigations do coppare favourably 

with those previously reported, 

5.44. The Efficienev of ft2duction of-R-Aminor)henol. 

The efficiency of production of p-aminophenol by 

such-olectrolytio methods may be considered to be dependent 

on three factors, each of which, it has been shown, is 

primarily determined by the potential of the working 

eleotrodee 

They ares 

(i) The total rate of depolarisation represented by 

the current flowing, which increaves with increasing 

cathode potentials 

(ii) The percentage p-aminophenol yield from depolari- 

S&tion$ which decreases with increasing cathode potential# 
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(iii) The power requirement of the system, which increases 
I 

with increasing cathode potential and increasing current 

density* 

These factors suggest that# under specific operating 

conditions$ a maximum will be given for both the rate and 

efficiency of p-aminophenol production# relative to the 

cathode potential* 

Using the experimental results di6cussed abovep these 

factors have been calculated for each of the three sets of 

operating conditions, previously cited. The calculated 

results are reproduced in Appendix Ip Tables, 10p Up 12# 

for the Conditions I# II and III respectively. 

Figur6 ý*14 represents the relationships between the 

rates of production of p-aminophonol and thp electrode 

potential for the three operating condition#. 

The curves suggest that a maximuO rate Is achieved 

at the higher potentialel the exact potential at which 

this occurs being specific to the conditions of operationb 

The division of these values by the appropriate output 

voltage of the potentiostat gave an Sotimation of the 

efficiency of the preparation* These fesults have 

similarly been plotted relative to the cathode potential. 

Figure 5#15. Agains it is suggested that there is a 

cathode potentialp specific to ihe operating conditions, 
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at which p-aminophenol may be most efficiently produced; 

these are potentials of -0-15j -0.17 and -0.25 volts for 

conditions 1119 11 and I respectively,., 

The fact that the ina3dma do not occur at the same 

potential for the various conditions# may be attributed 

to the higher current densities and yields that may be 

achieved under the improved conditions of IT and III at 

the lower potentials. 

The results of this section of the work are most 

interesting and it is important to appreciate their 

oignificance. 

It has been demonstrated that the operating potential 

of the cathode primarily determines the rate and the 

course of the electrolytic reduction of nitrobenzens, and 
I 

that there is an optimum potential at which p-aminophenol 

can most efficiently be produced. 

Whilst the work was sPecificaUy concerned with this 

reaction$ it is considered that the general conclusions 

may be applied to many other organic electrochemical 

processes. If such reactions were performed at electrode 

potentials far removed from the optimum, losses in the 

efficiency, such as decreased product yields and increased 

power consumptions, would result. 

It therefore appears to be important to assess the 
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clependence of an electrolytic reactio; i on the operating 

potential and to define the range over which the process 

can be performed efficiently* 

For the preparation- of p-aminophenol 'by the 

electrolytic reduction of nitrobenzene, it appears that 

the cathode potential ishould be maintained ýetween -0.10 

and -0.25 volts depending on the conditions' of operations 
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6.0. EXPERINENTAL IWESTIGATION OF PACKED BED ELECTRODES., 

Having established the importance of operating within a 

certain range of electrode potentialp it is then necessary 

to consider electrode arrangements of high capacity that 

are capable of operating under such conditions. In Section 

3.4l a survey of existing cello is presented, but the types 

described have been found to be lacking in some major 

desirable characteristics, The idea of a packed bed 

electrode was introduced as potentially meeting all such 

requirements and for which the variation of electrode 

potential could be estimated and thus limited by restricting 

its form and size* 

In this present section, the performances of various 

packed electrode forms are discussed relative to the 

experimental results that have been obtained with such 

systems operating the cathodic reduction of nitrobenzene* 

6,1. General Considerationglo 

ý Packed columns are used extensively for unit chemical 

engineering operations such as absorption, extraction and 

distillation. Their characteristics and design parameters 

may be fully appreciated by-consulting any general book 

of chemical engineering* 

The main properties of packed bed systems, such as 

intimate mixing of the fluid phases, the large surface 
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areas that are presented and the well agitated ooAditions about 

the packed elementep appear to be attraotivo for alsotro- 

chemical applications A bad of packed conductive particles 

would present a rigid electrode form of high specific surface 

area and of high voidageo The electrolyte could be passed 

through the packed arrangement under the desired conditions 

of temperature and composition and at a rato beneficial to 

electrolytic operation# 

The major requirement of a packed bed electrochemical 

reactor is that it ahould operate efficiently at high 

capacities measured in ampg/cm: 3 of packinge The capacity 

of such reactors is ihitialiy determiped by the ape Wic 

surface area of packiligp that is the ourfacp area available 

for electrolytic reaction per unit volume of the packed 

sootiont (cm. 2/=3). By multiplication of t ýe specific 

surface area ýy the current densities that may be achieved, 

the actual capacity of the electrode form ip obtained* The 

activity of an electrode form in estimated by c?, #ýaring the 

current densities that may be achieved with those of a 

standard electrode arrangement under similar conditions. 
is ouch the overall activity represents the ratio of the 

actual capacity to the theoretical capacity of an electrode 

arrangements 

A further and most important consideration in that 
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of the variation of the operating potential within ouch 

complex electrode arrangements. The extelit, of this 

variation will be primarily determined by the electrical 

conductivity of the electrolyte, but bed characteristics 

such as the voidage and the form and arrangement of the 

packed elements will influence the path length of the 

current passing in the direction of the secondary 

electrode. These subjects are more fully discussed 

in later sections of the thesis. 

6#2 DegariDtion of EleArochemical Cello. 

Two continuous flow electrochemical cells have been 

used to investigate the characteristics of packed bed 

electrodes. Each was constructed in cyclindrical form 

from Quickfit glass components (60) and contained a 

concentric porous plastic diaphragm separating the anode 

and cathode compartments. For eacht construction was 

such that dismantlingt cleaning and the exchange of packed 

electrode sections could be quickly and easily effected, 

The initial investigations of various types of packing 

as electrode forms were made using the dell arrangement 

diagrammatically represented in Figure 6.1. 

The packed cathode elements formeo a core within the 

porous plastic tube and were supported by perforated copper 

plates and by the copper conductor. The complimentary 



FIGURE 6.1 

SECTION OF ELECTROLYTIC CELL WITH PACKED BED CATHODE-CORE. 
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PACKED CORE ELECTROLYTIC CELL 
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PACKED CORE ELECTRJYTIC CELL 
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I 
anode was a graphite cylinder surrounding the cathode core 

to which electrical contact was made by the anode conductor. 

The cathode potential could be measured and controlled from 

a roferonce probas situated at the top of the beds and 

connected by means of a salt bridge to a calomel electrode 

in the manner previously described, in Section 2.4. The 

assembled cell is illustrated in Figure 6.2. 

A second electrochemical cell was constructed so that 

the passage of the catholyte through the electrode bed could 

be observed during operation (Figure 6-3). An arrangement 

similar to that described above was ejaployed with an annulus 

of packed elements being operated as a cathode with respect 

to a central graphite anode. Electrical contact was made 

to the cathode conductor at the base of the cell and to the 

anode rod at the top of the cell. The cathode potential 

could be measured and controlled from a reference probe 

situated at the outer diameter of the packed annulus. 

Figure 6.1+ illustrates the cell with the electrodes and 

reference probe assembled for operation. 

In both systemsj the catholytep introduced at the base 

of the call, passed up, through the packed cathode compartment 

and out at the top of the cell. Provision was made for 

the measurement of the temperature and pressure of this 

circulating stream at the base of each cell. The anode 
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compartments could be filled with the anolyte of dilute 

sulphurio acid from the top of the oelles Similarly placed 

take-off points ensured the removal of the oxygen formed by 

anodic reaction. 

The porous plastic tubing that was used to separate the 

anode and oathode compartments was of V3ron. and was supplied 

by Porous Plastics Ltd. (56)* The samples, that were used# 

were of i. d. 7/8 ins- and of 3/32 ino* wall thickness and had 

an average pori size of 5Cý. Being machinable and fairly 

rigid# the material is most suitable for such experimental 

work and has been found to operate for long periods of time 

without loss or degradation. The material possesses an 

electrical resistance equivalent to three times an equal 

"thickness" of electrolyte. Whilot this in not prohibitive 

ior the present investigations such an electrical resistance 

may be considered too high for possible industrial applications 

Both experimental cOlls were in0orporated into a general 

oatholyte flow circuits This essentially consisted of a 

stirred oatholyte reservoir situated within an electrical 

heating Matles A centrifugal glass pumpp supplied by 

quiokfit (60)p was employed to pump the catholyte through 

the packed cathode compartment and back to the reservoir,. 

The rate of flow of the oatholyte could be-adequately 

controlled at approximately 4 litree/min by a'series of 
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glass valves within the circuit. The composition of the 

oatholyte could be maintained by addition or removal from 

the reservoir liquor and the temperature of the stream enter- 

ing the cell could be controlled by a thermostat coupled 

to the heating mantleo 

Throughout the investigations of packed bad electrodes# 

the operating conditions designated as III in Section 504 

were applied# that in the catholyte of 20% sulphuria acid 

contained 1*Oco saturated 8,012 solution/iOOoo and was 
0- 

maintained at a temperature of 85 a* 

6g3s KLIctr, 2de-Tackiniz Materials. 

There is a wide variety of metallic packing materials 

that are commercially available and thats suitably 

arranged in bed forms could operate as three-dimensional 

electrodes. The efficiency of the electrochemical 

performance will depend on their characteristics an packed 

beds* 

The mýjor parameters of a packed bed electrode an 

considered to be the specific surface area and the 

percentage voidage of the packinge The former initially 

determines the surface area available for electrolytic 

reaction and thus the capacity of the electrode forml 

the latter represents the proportion of the bed volume 

that is available for the passage of current through the 
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electrolyte in the direction of the secondary electrodes 

Three, types of copper packing material have been 

employed as cathodes for the electrolytic reduction of nitro- 

benzene. They are: 
(i) Copper Raschig Rings or Ferrules 

Sizes: 3/16n (0-576 cm) and 1/4" (0.635cm) 

Packed randoky. 

Available from industrial packing manufacturers or as 

ferrules from plumbing stockistse 

(ji) Copper Turningg. 

bimensions of'strandst width# 0.033" (0-0838cm) 

thickness# 0-004ý9" (0-01090m) 

Variously packed in wound sections* 

Available from laboratory chemical suppliera. 

(&ij) Knitted Co]2Der_Wire SamDles 

Wire gauges 30 and 37 a. w. g. varipus mephes. 

Wound to the form of the cathode compartment and 

electrically connected to the cathode conductors 

Available from Knit-Mesh Ltd. (38). 

Illustrations of these types of packing are presented 

in Figure 6-5- The specific surface area and the fractional 

voidage of each of the packed forms are listed in Table 

6-le 



FIGURE 6.5 TYPES OF PACKING USED AS ELECTRODES 
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Type of padking Specific 
ouriace Area 
(CM IOM3) 

Fractional 
Voida 9 

(-f 

Ru. -cL Me R, R 

diametar = 0.185inse ý-07 0.672 

diameter = 0*250ins, 6.43 0*755 

CoT)Rer V ingot 

159ms in 32 =3 bed 3.1.02 0-947 

20gms in 321 o2 bad 14.69 0.929 

Knit, Mash LaMplois 

ýYpq, 9033, - 12.12 0*912 

typs 9017 M, 97 0,850 

type 9028 1 30.65 06884 

T-96.1 Chara2leriatios of Padkinst Materialg, 

, 6,4. 
- 
DkeumpJIM of ROBUItse 

The factors involved in the operation of packed beds an 

electrodes are complex and require separate Investigation so 

that the system can be appreciated an a whole. Such 

investigations have been made using various packed f orms to 

effect the cathodic reduction of nitrobenzens. In this 

sections the electrochemical performance of such electrodes 

in disoussedp and compared with the results that have 

previously been obtained (Section 5.0). Thin in f ollowed 

by a discussion Of the important phanomenaa of electrode 
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potential variation within such three dimensional electrode 

arrangements* 

6.41m Perfomance of Packed Bed ]Qectrodeg, 

The activity of a certain packed electrode lom may be 

estimated by comparing the current densities achieved with 

those obtainable from a standard electrode arrangement. 

Figure 6.6 represents the polarisation curves that have 

been obtained using variously packed core electrodeal that 

for the rotating cylindrical electrode under similar 

conditions (Section 5.43) is included for comparative 

purposeag 

over the range of cathode potential inventigated, only 

the 6urrent densities achieved when using a packing of 

knitted copper wire approach those of the 5ýandard. Packed 

beds of raschig rings appear to operate at activities of 

approximately 70% and those of wound copper turningo at 

activities of 60ý and 80%Ddepending op the density of 

Packing. 

These results suggest the importezoe of achieving good 

electrical contact between the electrpda elements and the 

electrode conductor* If point contacts are relied upon 

to conduct current through the packed formp the electrical 

resistance of such contacts inhibits the activity of 

elements far removed from the central cathode conductor. 
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POLARISATION CURVES - VARIOUS PACKED 13ED ELECTRODES. 
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An overall loss of electrode activity is resultants This 

is well demonstrated by comparing the* current densities that 

have been obtained for the two beds of copper turnings. 

The better and more numerous point contacts between the 

copper strands and'the conductor when packed tightly 

result in a higher bed activity compared with that when the 

turnings are more loosely packed. 

The samples of knitted copper wire were electrically 

connected to the electrode conductor and wound to form the 

packed volume. The low resistance to current flow within 

the elements enabled all of the available electrode surface 

to operate as the electrolytio conditions demanded; and 

therefore gave high overall bed activities. 

These initial findings led to the employment of this 

latter arrangement for the further investigation of packed 

bed electrodes. 

The influence on the electrochemical performances of 

varying the geometry of packed electrode arrangements has 

been investigated using the packed annulus experimental 

cell. The results have indicated ways in which such 

electrode arrangements may be scaled-pp. 

Figure 6*7 represents the polarisation curves that 

have been obtained for packed annulus electrodes of outer 



FIGURE 6.7 
POLARISATION CURVES - VARIOUS 711ICKNESSES OF PACKED BEDS 
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diameterot 4.0 and 4*6 ems and of common internal diameter# 2.8cm. 

For both arrangements, uniform packed sectipns of Knit-Mesh 

oampless type 9033 were uned. The higher current densities 

that may be achieved with the more extensivp electrode 

arrangement must be attributed to the variation of the cathode 

potential within such three-dimensional electrodes. 

The conducting solution has a finite electrical resistance 

and thus, the passage of current through the catholyte will 

result in a potential gradient in'the direction of the 

secondary electrode. If the potential on ýhe packed elemento 

throughout the bed can be assumed to be uniformp the cathode 

potential will therefore vary in a similar manner in this 

direction* 

Both electrode arrangements'were potentiostatically 

controlled at their outer diameters. Under-such conditions 

the inner electrode potential of the more extensive electrode 

would be greater than that of the restricted bed arrangement. 

The larger current densities that may be achieved in these 

regions of the former therefore result in apparently higher 

bed activitisse 

The'differences between the two polarisation curves are 

not great and therefore suggest that the electrode potential 

does not vary substantially in bed electrodes of this scale. 

it is appreoiatedp however# thatsuch potential variations 
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would become most eignificant, in more extensive electrode 

arrangsments. It is concludedp then, that padked bad 

electrodes may not be aaaled-up in the direction of the 

secotdary electrode* Their extent in thie directions 

for a ape. -Afio process, will depend o1i the range of electrode 

potential that would be tolerated. 

These topics are the subject of further discussion in 

later oeotions of this thesis when attempts are made to 

estimate the variations of the eleotrode potential within 

ouch electrode arrangements* 

Figure 6.8 represents the polarioation curves obtained 

for similarly packed annulus electrodes of heights 4 and 8ome 

The currents that were achieved for the larger arrangement 

were effectively double those from the smaller arrangement 'ý, Vj, 
resulting in very similar polarisation, curves. This 

suggests that the performance of a packed bqd electrode in 

not affected by increasing its size ip the direction 

perpendicular to that of current flowt and therefore ooale-up 

may be successfully achieved in this manner. 

It was considered that the Capacity Of a packed bad 

electrode may ba limited, in the extreme, by electrochemical 

or physiOal faotorms 

an electrode arrangement of very high capacityl it is 
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POLARISATION CURVES - VARIOUS 13ED HEIGHTS. 
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possible to imagite the rate of consumption of the depolari- 

mar by slectrolytio rsaotion. excieding the rate of supply, 

at the active surfaces. Im such oases the concentration 

of the depolarissr wou. 1d be depreciated resulting in a 

substantial lose of bad aotivitve It is of great 

importance therefore to ensure that the maximum or optimum 

concentration of depolariser is maintained throughout the 

eleatrode vol=e. 

In cases what the oolubilit7 of the depolariser is very 

low# such as the cathodic reduction of nitrobanzons, it may 

be necessary to maintain excess reactant within the eleotro- 

lyte, as a mondary phase, to replenish that oonsumed by 

reaction# For suah oystemsp there may be a limitation 

of the density of padking that may be successfully employed 

governed by the rate of solution of the excess depolariser 

and its passage through the electrode sections* 
To investigate thios three wOUnd MP188 of knitted 

copper wire of various gauges and mashes were operated as 

cathodes to effect the electrolytic reduction of nitro. 

benzenes Knit-Mesh famPless types 9033# 9017 and 9028 

were used giýing specific surface areas of, 12. lp 19*0 and 

30,6 =2/cm3 respeotively. The polarisation curves 

obtained are represented by Figure 6,9* 
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POLARISATION CURVES - VARIOUS DENSITIES OF PACKING 
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The current densities that have been achieved are very 

similar except at the higher cathode potentials when larger 

cell currents are involved. These differences may be 

attributed to the differential variation of the electrolyte 

potential due to the passage of current within the eleatro- 

lyte. The higher cathode potentials that are achieved in 

the more densely packed electrodes result in higher current 

densities and thus apparently higher bed activities* 

Since there is no overall lose of electrode activity 

even when operating packed sections of high specific 

surface area, these results suggest that the rate of 

solution of nitrobenzene is such that it does not limit the 

density of the packed sections over the range investigated. 

Howevers a limitation of a physical nature was observed 

when operating the most densely packed Knit-Mesh sample, 

type 9028. The nitrobenzene$ as a dispersed phase, tended 

to accumulate in certain regions of the bed., inhibiting the 

action of the cathode elements. This was overcome by 

limiting the quantity of excess nitrobenzene and by ensuring 

a rapid flow of the catholyte through the electrode sections* 

By such actions although some droplets of nitrobenzene did 

coalesce$ their passage through the bed was swift and the 

nitrobenzene was quickly redispersed by the action of the 

reservoir stirrer and of the centrifugal pump. 
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The products of the electrulytia reduction of nitro- 

benzene have been estimated for variously packed cathode f orms 

under controlled potential conditionse The inveatigations 

are not of the extent of those previously described (Section 

5.0)2 being specifically designed to estimate any lose in the 

efficiency of p-aminophenol production that in incurred when 

operating such high capacity electrodes. The results are 

presented in Table 6*2 together with the. equivalent 

p-aminophencl yields obtained when operating the rotating 

cylindrical cathode* 

Type of Packing Electrode ds UL 
-D-AzInopheno 

Yiel 
Potential Packed Bad Rotating 

(volts) Electrode Electrode 

R 

diameter 0.1851ns -0-15 55.8 79.6 

CopRer-Turningjs 

20gms in 320m, 3'bed 
-0-15 56.6 79,6 

Knit Mejh_ggMple 

iype 9033 -0.10 72.8 81.2 

-0.15 68 08 79.6 

Type 9028 -0110 
6*6 81.2 

-0*15 1 
66.8 79.6 

Table 6.2. R-AminoRhenol Yielde from Pggked Bed Electrodeg 

the p-aminophenel yields that were achieved are relatively 
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consistant but are somewhat less than those previously obtained. 

One reason for this may be thatp although the experiments were 

conducted at controlled potentialsp the electrode potential 

cannot be considered as uniform throughout the bad. The 

resultant variation of the electrode potential will introduce 

inefficiencies into the process that reduce the p-aminophenol 

yields. 

The differences between the p-aminophenol yields are lose 

for packed arrangements of knitted copper wire than for 

those of raschig rings or copper turnings. This suggests 

that by employing packed sections in which all the electrode 

elements are electrically connected to the cathode conductor# 

variations of the operating potential may be limited# resulting 

in more efficient electrolytic performances. 

A further factor that may explain the reduced yields of 

p-aminophenol is that of decreaaed agitation of the eleotrolyte 

about the cathode surfaces. Other workers have often 

reported that much improved yields of p-aminophenol. may be 

obtained by efficiently agitating the oatholyte, (21,37* 71)- 

The rate of flow of the catholyte through the packed sections 

was maintained at 4 litre/sIAlthis represents a surface speed 

of 35-40 ft/min. The results with which the comparisons 

are madet have been obtained using a cylindrical cathode 

rotating at 1500 r. p. m; this is equivalent to a surface 
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speed of 3: 00 ft/mins Sucwh a difference of the conditions 

of agitation of the electrolyte about the cathode will 

certainly produce differences in the p-aminophenol yields that 

may be achieved* 

With such cor.,, ýLderatLons in mind; it is concluded that 

packed bed electrodes of limited size may be effectively 

employed for the electrolytic preparation of p-aminophenols 

In general; the results of these initial investigations 

suggest that reaetors inoorporating packed bed electrodes 

could meet many of the requirements of an ideal arrangement 

previously ennumerated in Section 3.3. 

The packed sections present a large opqpifie surface 

area'for electrolytic reaction resulting in the achievement 

of highýelectrode capacities* Being of rigid f orm they 

lend themselves well to continuous operation and can 

handle multiphase electrolytes without serious degradation 

of the electrolytic performance. The packing materials 

are cheap and commercially available and may simply be 

arranged in sections that allow for easy maintenance and 

replacement- Finally., the arrangements that have been 

investigated have been of core and annulus form which 

may be scaled up in the direction perpendicular to that 

of the secondary electrode* 
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Of the types of packing investigated those of knitted 

copper vire appear to operate most efficiently. This 

materialp when wound# produces a uniformly packed section 

of high specific surface area and high voidagep that may 

easily be iDcorporateýd into aný 
_electrochemical 

cell 

The knitted samples of copper wire employed were supplied 

by Knit-Mesh Ltd., (38). This, company manufacturers 

such knitted arrangements from a variety of materials 

for use in the chemical and allied industries as filteres 

demisters and separators. It is believed that this 

present work is the first to investigate the use of such 

products as electrodes and it is proposed that they may 

have a wide application in future industrial electro- 

chemical processes. 

Samples of knitted copper wire are available in 

a variety of forms and meshes. Table 6.3 has been 

compiled from data supplied by Knit Mesh, to give an 

indication of the wide scope available for the design and 

construction of such electrode arrangements. 

The major limitation of packed 1)9i-! electrodes, 

and one that is relevant to any three-dimensional 

electrode form, is that of the variation of the electrode 

potential within the bed. The test reaction is 

potential dependent andp for efficient production of 
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Wire Gauges 

. Di6metir-(cm) 

--Lengthl(cmigm) 
2 

10 -. surface area (cm A 

30 - 11 *Vo go 

0-. 0315- 

'143.9 

14.23 - 

34,11'. wg., 

. 0.0234 

206.9 

- 19.17 

38 sew-go 

0.0152 

618*3 

29.51 

Voidage of Sample Specific surface area of sample 
M (cm2/cm3) 

Wound samples 9795 3018 4,28 6.58 

95-0 6-35 8.55 13.16 

92*5 9.52 12.82 19o74 

90.0 12.69 17.10 26o32 

87o5 15o86 2lo37 32.90 

Compressed 
samples 8500 

1 
ý19.04 25*65 39*48 

. 80 60 25.38 34.20 52,64 

Table 6.3 Charaoteristion ot-lAoked Knitmegh 6,50tiond 

p-aminophanolp demaads that the cathode potpntial in maintained 

within certain limits. To achieve this in a three-dimensional 

electrodep it in required to limit the extent of the paeked 

gection in the direction of the necondary electrode. 
In the following sections &ttempts to experimentally 

estimate the electrode potentials within packed electrode 

forms are described with a view to minimising such V&riations. 
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64jAj-Po, tggtial-Yjri&tiono within a Packed Bad Klogtrodes 

The practical concept of the electrode potential has been 

explained and discussed in Section 2oo. Its variation 

within a complex electrode arrangement his been attributed 

to the variation of the difference between the potential 

of the electrode elements and that of the surrounding 

electrolyte,, The examination of the electrode potential 

within packed bad electrodes has therefore been reduced 

to the investigation of these two component potentialse 

The potential of the eleotrods elements may vary in an 

extensive bed electrode due to the passage of curreni in the 

direction of the electrode conductor. The extent of such 

ohmic drops will be dependent on the purre# flowing and on 

the conductivity of the electrode material and of the 

connections between the elements* 

The conductivity of various types of packing has been 

estimated experimentally. The apparatus that was used 

consisted of a length of plastic tube with plate conductors 

at each and. At 1/2 inch intervals along its lengthan 

element of packing was electrically connected to a length 

of wire that passed through the wall of the tube and from 

which potential measurements could be recorded. The tube 

was filled with a specific type of packing) immersed in an 
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electrolytic solution and 20 amps passed between the plate 

conductors, The ohmio drop through the bad could then be 

measured at intervals by comparing the potentials at various 

points along the length of the tube. The apparatus is 

illustrated by Figure 6.10* 

The results are presented graphically as plots of 

potential against height of packing in Figure 6.3.1. 

A bed of copper raschig ringgs randomly packeds appears 

to exhibit a opecif ic electrical resistance resulting in an 

approximately uniform potential gradient throughout the 

elements. The potential drop ttwough a bed of copper 

turnings appears to be somewhat lesop apart from inconsistances 

when the potential suddenly increases. It is suggested that 

at these pointop electrical connection between two portions of 

the packing relies on a few point contacts between strands# 

resulting in substantial ohmio drops. Such inconsistances 

occur to a lesser extent when the material is densely packed. 

The potential variation within a bed of knitted copper wire is 

minimal excepting for the point contacts to the plate 

conductors* 

The results generally emphaoiae the need for all the 

elements of a bed electrode to be in permanent and good 

electrical contact with each other and with the electrode 

conductor. Then$ Potential variations within the packed 
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OHMIC LOSSES WTTHTWVARTOUS PACKED BEDS. 
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elements are minfinised and all regionp of the bad electrode 

will be appropriately activse This condition is boot 

achieved by packed beds of knitted copper wire* When used 

as packed electrodesp such samploo were electrically 

connected to the electrode conductor. In this formp it is 

estimated that variation, of the potential of the electrode 

elements io negligible* 

The potential Of the electrolyte within a packed 

electrode arrangement may similarly vary due to the passage 

of current in the direction of the secondary electrodes 

Essentially an investigation of eVich potential variations 

would be reduced to an investigation of the density of the 

current passing and of the conductivity of the electrolyte. 

Such experiments have been performed in the past for the 

estimation of the conductivity of certain solutions (50,68)p 

and it has been concluded that most ionic solutions behave 

as uniform conductors of high specific resistivity. 

The conditions within the packed bad electrodes did not 

allow for easy estimation Of the solution Potential# and 

experimental results proved to be largely inconclusive. The 

investigations were made when the system was operating 

uniformly from a constant output of the D. C. rectifier 

(Section 2*5)- A reference probe connected by a salt 
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bridge to a calomel eleotrods was used to extimate the 

golution potential relative to that of the slootrods 

ooiaductor. 
A smallp but distinotp increase of the solution potential 

was recorded in the direction of the secondary electrode. 

The maximum variation, of this potential between the outer - 

and inner diameters of the annulus bad appeared to be of 

the order of 0.03 and 0,05 volts at cathode potentials 

of -0.10 and -0-15 volts respectively. However the results 

were inconsistent andf to successfully investigate this 

phenomenum, it is considered that a much larger system is 

required together with an improved method of measuring the 

solution potential. This is beyond the scope of the 

equipment at present available. 

The results do demonstratep howeverg that the potential 

of the solution within a packed electrode does very 

significantly in the direction of the secondary electrodes 

and that such electrode systems cannot be considered to 

operate at uniform potentials. The variation of the 

electrode potential may however be controlled within & 

certain range by limiting the extent of the electrode 

in this direction. These relationships are considered 

to be of great importance to the future destgn of such 

packed electrodes and are therefore the subject of mathe- 

matical calculation and discussion in the next section. 
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7.0. 
- 

N&THEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF PACKED BED ZLECTROPM. 

In the previous section of this thesisp the experimental 

investigations of pack6d bed electrodes have been described 

and discussed. However, due to the limitations of the 

facilities &Vailableo, aocurate measurements of the potential 

of, the electrolyte and thus of the electrode potential# 

could not be achieved. 

Since it was considered important to appreciate the 

capabilities of such electrode arrangements to operate at 

controlled electrode potentials, in attempt has been made to 

simulate, mathematically,, the performance of a packed bad 

electrode* By such methods# it was expected that the 

variations of the electrode potential and total current# 

within various packed-arrangements in the direction of the 

secondary electrode# could be estimated* 

In this section of the thesimp the methods employed 

to effect this are described and the results achieved are 

discussed. The section in concluded by postulating the 

potentialities of packed bed electrodes for large scale 

industrial Uses 

741. Explanationof Mathematical-Analysis. 

Mathematical expressions of the incremental variations 

of the electrode potential and of the total current within 

an active electrode bed may be evolved# after making 
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certain assumptions, By solution of the resultant integral 

relationships or by progressive calculations over the extent 

of the bad in the direction of the secondary electrode# the 

profiles of these variables Day be estimated* 

The mathematioal relationships have been derived under 

the following assumptions$ 
(i) The eleotrods bad is 'Unifo=p of fraotional voidage, 

go &nd speoifio surface -&rest# si. 

The electrode elements are 9f a highly conductive 

material in parlsot elsotrioal 0OAt&Ot with saoh other and 

with the electrode conductor, such t4at all surfaces are at 

a uniform potentiale 
(iii) The physical conditions of the electrolyte are 

uniform throughout the bad such that the electrolyte may be 

considered an an electrical conductor of specific oonduotivi- 

typ ke 

(jv) The rate of electrolytic reaction in solely dependent 

on the electrode potential and may be expressed ass- 

current density = f(O) 

(v) The passage of current within the electrolyte is in 

the direction of the secondary electrode. 

(vi) Variation of the eleotrolyte potential is solely 

resultant of ohmic losses due to the passage of current 

within the slactrolyte6 
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i represents the total ourrent, flowing within the 

electrolyte and ýp the potential of the electrolyte relative 

to the potential of the eleotrode elements, Thus 0 is 

equivalent to the electrode potential. 

If di, represents the variation In the total current 

and do the variation in the electrode potential across a 

small element of the beds thickness dl, in the direction of 

the secondary electrode# 19 then: - 

by consideration of the physical paramItern of the system 

di = (electrode surface area of element) x (current 

denBity) 

di = (volume of element) x is x 

by applying Ohms Law to the passage of current vithin 

the electrolyte 
a=i 
dl Axkxe 

where A. is the crome-sectional area for current flow, 

These equations have been applied to three electrode 

bed arrangements to obtain differential expressions describing 

the variation of potential and current within such forms. 

The electrode arrangements to be considered are:. 

A rectangular bed operating with respect to a 

planar mooondar7 electrode* 

(U) A core bed operating with respect to a concentric 

Oylindrical secondary electrode* 
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(: Lii) An annulus bed operating with respect to a concentric 

core secoidary electrode* 

The system is analogous to the transfer of heat with 

heat generation in various conductor arrangements, and is 

analysed on a similar basis* 

7.11- Rectanpudar Bed Arranizemente 

, It- 

Ii 

Fiffure 7.3ý 

Consider a small element of an active rectangular bed 

slsotrodsýof width dys height do and thickness 61 in the 

direction Of the asoondary electrodep 1. (Figure 7*1) 

Applying the equations (1) and (2)s 

Current entering element = il + di 

=kxa (Sy x6o) 

(47 x 61 x 61) ax? (0) 
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Current leaving element It 

kxa (&y x Sz) 
dl 

+ 
dl 

Since I, + di = ig 

da +S-x61x F(O) = dO + d-Oo 61 
Z -k Ia dl dlZ-- 

a2 A: 9 =-aa-? (0) 
di 2kxs 

Fromo equation (2)p for unit cross-seational areas 

gL = a. ? (0) 
dl 

1 
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7,12 Core Bed A=anLtLe_nlo 

0 

1' 

Figure 7.2 

Consider a small circumferential element of an active core 

bed electrode of depth 6z and thickness 6r in the radial 

direction of the secondary electrode# ro (Figure 7.2). 

Applying equations (1) and (2): 

Current entering element: 

= i, + di 

kxe (2. rr. rx 6z) 99 
dr 

(2. V. rx Sz x Er) axý (0) 

Current leaving element: 

=12 

kxax 2rl. (r +Sr)Sz xd+M. 45 
Tr dr 

2 
kxex 6z x 2. Tt dj + r, d*6r + d.. &r + C_IL 

dr dr dr dr, 4 
rl 

Since 11+ di. =12 and neglecting squared differential term, 
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rd+a. r. 
? (ý). &r =r cW + r. d 2 0. &r + d, ý, 6 

dr kxo dr dr dr 

2+1, Id 
Sý: g I dr2 r dr kx6 

From equation (2)p for unit bed depth. 

di = 2.11 ra. e (0) 
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ýbmuludBjd ArrWALejgaýs 

Consider a small circumferential element of an active 

/f I 

r 

annulus bad electrode of depth So and thickness Sr in the radial 

direction of the secondary electrode) "r (Figure 70) 

Applying equations (1) and (2) 1 

, 
Current entering elementp 

a L, + di 4 

jwkx4 
(2-ly-r x 6z) ýV» + (2-itr x dz x dr) a f(0) 

dr 
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Current leaving element 

2 

kxex2.1T. (r-; fr) Sz xd+ 
dr d Ar 

kxex2.710. x &z 2 
.4+ ro! f - d0o Sr - . 

4! g. 9 
dr _4.6r dr 2 dr dr 

rl 

Since il * di = J*2 and neglecting squared differential temp 
2 

ra+r, ? (0). Sr = r. a + r. sao 6r- SI. 6r 
dr kxa dr dr 2 dr 

Ll -Ia= L4(0) 
2 dr* r dr kxa 

From equation (2) for unit bed depth. 

Li = M. re. 9 (ý) 
dr 

1 

(8) 

6 

The differential expressions describing the variation 

of the electrode Potential and total current Within various 

three dimensional electrode arrangements have been derived 

by consideration of the physical and electrical properties 

of the system* As such they represent the general 

behaviour of such ilectrode arrangements. By applying a 

certain current density/electrode potential relationship to 
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the equations a OPecific eleotrolytio process in simulated* 

The performances of the various electrode arrangements in 

effecting this reaotion may then be estimated by solving 

the appropriate equations, 

To illustrate this# data# previously obtained for the 

electrolytic reduction of nitrobenzelie, has been used to 

evaluate the potential and current profiles in each of the 

arrangements under consideration, The physical and 

electrochemical parameters encounterpd under the operating 

conditionsp designated as Conditions III in Section 5.420 

an employed for mathematical computation. 

The experimental values describing the relationship 

between the current density and the electrode potential are 

recorded in Appendix I, Table 8 and are represented 

graphically In Figure'5*0* In the proceeding sootibnp'the 

methods employea for simulating this relationship, for both 

analops and digltal COMPIlt&tiOlls 'ars described,, 

The oatholytep of 20% sulphurio &aid at temperatures 
0 

of 80 - 85 at is assumed to have a speoifio oonduotivity 

of 1*373 ohms-' om-1j, (age Section 5*42). The fractional 

voidage of the bad electrode in assumed to be 0*90* This 

value represents an average for paoked $60tiOng Of knitted 

oopper wirey (see Table 6-3)o The speoific surface area 

of the packed sections hive been aemed to be 10*0 and 20.0 
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, 021=3of bed * 

The boundary conditions f or mathematical computation 

f or each of the bad electrode arrangements are listed below: - 

Rectangular beds 1=0 ems 0 
dl 

(ii) Care bed: r0 =j gg =0 
dr 

(iii) Annulus beds r3 cm, o 
dr 

The initial electrode potential, 01 
f was given values 

of -0*05p. -O. 10 and -0.15 volts. The variables were com- 

puted for increasing extents of the bad in the direction of 

the secondary electrode until 0 became equal to -0.30 voltes 

7.2 Methods of Mathematical GomDu&ationle 

The differential exproooiono for the variation of the 

electrode potential and the total current within a three. 

dimensional eleatrode form have been solved using both 

digital and analogue methodo of computation. 
I 

An approximate solution may be achieved simply by 

progranoivslY calculating the incremental variation of 

the potential and current in the direction of the secondary 

electrode using a digital computor, This has successfully 

been performed for each of the three electrode arranpments 

under various simulated conditions. 

A more exact solution can be obtained by simulating 
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the differential expreosions of potential and ourrent on 

an analogue oomputore This has been aohieved for the 

rootangular bad arrangement Using equations (3) and (4) 

from the previous seotion. The equivalent equations 

f or beds of radial co-ordinates are more complex and demand 

a more complicated procedure for analogue computations Since 

the results of the digital computation of these systems were 

considered to be oatiofaotorys theoe techniques were not 

pursued furthen 
1 70 21* Simulatioa gg - 

the- OurreUt Denaity, &ja-dxgde totentig 

Throughout this mathematical analysis, the relationship 

between current denoity and electrode potentials previously 

obtained for the test reaction# under operating conditions 

doolpated as Oonditlons III (Sootion 5*4) has been used. 

Those experimental results are tabulated in Appendix Is 

Table 81 and are repreaented graphically in 1rigure 5.9. 

FOr digit&l computationp the current dOnBity/olootrode 

potential relationship is required as a mathematical 

expresoionp so that the value of the current density may 

be progressively calculated for each increment that in 

considereds A suitable expression for the experimental 

data has been obtained using digital computation methods* 

The programme is designed to fit polynomial equations to 
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the input datap comparing the calculated values with those of 

the inputs until a predetermined accuracy is achieved* The 

'FIT' programme employed was written in lWalgoll and in 

presented in Appendix II. 

The final correlation that was accepted for the proceeding 

computation was in the form of a logarithmic quadratioi 

in (a) = so * a1O * s`2 

that iss 

c 
(a 

0+ alO + ai) 

where c= current density (milliamps) 

= electrode potential (volts) 

ae constant = +2ol77941 

&3ý constant = +11483039 

ae constant = -17.817714 

The values of current density that may be calculated 

from this expression are compared with the experimental data 

in Table 7.1. Whilst good agreement has been achieved over 

the range of electrode potential to be considered, it in 

amphasioad that such an expression is an approximation and 

thus wil. 1 include certain inaccuracies. 
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(ýOlts) 

c. do 
EXPERIMEN ýL 
(mamps/em 

cad* 
CALCULATFQ 
(m=p31ce) 

RESIDUAL 
2) (mamps/e 

"0,051+ 15.4 15.26 -0-14 

-0-104 22.8 23.06 +0.25 

-0-154 33.2 31.89 -1-31 

-0.204 40A 40-34 -0.26 

-0.254 45,2 46.64 +1-44 

-0-304 50.1 49-43 -o. 67 

Tabl e 7.1. 

Comparison of Exp erimental and Cal culat ed -Values of Current 

DensiýZ. 

For analogue computation., the graphical plot of the 

experimental current density/electrode potential data may 

be immediately simulated as an input to t4e computor using 

the associated Variable Diode Function Gelerator (VDFG). 

The system involves the approximation of the direct experl- 

mental plot to a series of straigght lines, By considerate 

positioning of the 'break points', the original relationship 

can be accurately simulated by this method. The full 

procedure for the setting up of the VDFG may be appreciated 

by consulting the apprcpriate operating manual of such 

instrumentep or any standard book of analogue computing, (35,39). 
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2622, 
_ 

Digital Co %&iM Rethed3le 

A digital computor has been Gmployed to perf orm 

progressive calculations of current and potential (war small 

increments of a three-dimensional bed electrode in the 

direction of the secondary electrode, Calculations have 

been made for the three bed arrangements being considered 

under various simulated conditions- of operation. 

The machine used was the model EDP 90 supplied by 

English Electric Leo Marconi (24) and operated by the 

University of Newoastle-upon-Tynae 

The programme consisted of the reading in of the specific 

operating data# followed by the progressive calculation and 

summation of the electrolyte potential and current over 

incremental sections in the direction of the secondary 

slootrodso The accumulative values of potential (0) 

and current (i) and the incremental values of potential 

(d$) Lad current (di) were printed out after each 10th 

calculation,, By plotting the accumulative valusom the 

overall profiles of the electrode potential and of the 

current within the bed electrode could be setimateds 

The programme that was used to effect this was written 

in 'Walgoll and in reproduced in Appendix Vs 

I The prýgramme for simulating the performance of 

rectangular, core and annulus electrode arrangements are 
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similar exaept for the loop involving the caloulations of 

do and di, This part must be modified to aooo=od&te the 

differences of rectangular and radial co-ordinatoos 

The accuracy of the machine to perf orm the operations 

ordered by the programme is unquestionable. The accuracy 

of the overall simulation of the processo howeverl will be 

dependent on the errors involved by approximating the 

current dons Ity/ele otrode potential relationship and by 

calculating the variables by an incremental method. Such 

errors will be accumulative and may result in grossly 

inaccurate final valuese In order to minimiss thist oars 

has been taken in arranging the experimental data in an 

algebraic form and in performing the progressive calculations 

over very small increments, 

7,23 Analogue COMDUtatiOns 

The differential expressions of Potential and current 

for a reotangular bed slaotrods (equations (3) and (4) of 

Sootion 7.11) may be immediately simulated on an 

ang, logue computor. The machine that has been used to effect 

this was the Hybrid 48 computors supplied by ELeatronio 

, iggociates Ltd. W3) - 
The analoguo solution requires that the independent 

vgriable of the differential equations, length, im represent. 

r 

ed by that of the maohinep tim The transformation used 
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was that lom of the electrode bed was equivalent to I millisec. 

of computor time. By such a method, the analogue solution 

van obtained repetitively at a rate which allowed for 

convenient display on an oscilloscope. Plots of both the 

electrode potential and the current within the simulated bed 

form were obtained from the solution using a fast-to-slow 

converter to which the Variplotters type 1130 was coupleds 

The calculation of scale factors and the analogue block 

diagram,. that was used to implement the equationas are 

presented in Appendix ML 

The accuracy of the machine in solving the differential 

relationships and that of the graphical translation of the 

profiles by the Variplotter are very high. Howeverp errors 

are included in the simulation of the experimental relation- 

ship between current density and electrode potentials 

By employing the VBFG to represent this relationship as a 

aeries of straight liness it in considered that the 

simulation has been effectively achieved and that the 

overall results obtained by this method of computation are 

moot accurate. 

7.3. 
- 

Disgussion of Results,. 

The results of the mathematical computation of the 

potential and current profiles within three-dimensional 

electrode arrangements give a good indication of the 
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electrolytic performances of such systems. 

The general form of the electrode potential and total 

current profiles in the direction of the secondary electrode 

are an would be expected* The potential of the electrolyte# 

and thus the electrode potentiall varies at an increasing 

rate in this direction an the current within the electrolyte 

builds up. Similarly# the total current increases at an 

increasing rate in the direction of the secondary electrode 

as higher electrode potentials are achieved. 

This in well illustrated by Figures 7*4 and 7,5. The 

plots represent the scaled analogue solutions of the 

variables within various rectangular electrode arrangements 

and at three initial values of electrode potential. 

The numerical values and additional points on the 

figures represent the equivalent results given by the digi- 

tal method of computations They have been obtained by 

progressive calculation of the electrode potential and 

total current over increments of 0,01 and 0,02 ems in the 

direction of the secondary electrode. 

The overall agreement of results for the two methods 

of solution is good and suggests the precautions that were 

taken in arranging the digital progra=es.. havej, to quite 

an extentp reduced the accumulative errors that were once 

feared. The-numerical values that have been obtained by 
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digital computation over increments of 0,01 cm and 0.02 cm 

are not appreciably different. This suggests that the 

differences between the analogue and digital solutions are 

Acts in the mainp due to the approximated methods of 

digital computationp but more probably to the different 

ýechniques employed to simulate the current density/ 

electrode potential relationship. 

The full resultS of the digital computation of the 

electrode potential and total current within three- 

dimensional bed electrodes are presented in Appendix V. 

Tables 1-3p 4-6 and 7-9 respectively represent the calcu- 

lations for rectangular# core and annulus bed arrangements* 

By comparing these results, it in apparent that the 

geometry of such an electrode form influences ito potential 

electrochemical performance. 

The cross-nootional area for the flow of current within 

& rectangular bad is constant in the direction of the 

secondary electrode. For electrode beds of radial 

coordinateso however# the crose-meotional area varies an 

the radius of the bed varies. The oross-sectional area 

for flow of current within a core and an annulus bed 

respectivOlY increases and decreases in the direction of 

the secondary electrode. The electrode potential would 
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therefore be expeoted to ihoreass more rapidly within an 

anulus bad and lose rapidly within a core bedl compared 

with that within a similar ractangular bad olootrodoo 

This is simply illustrated by Figure 7*6* The plots 

represent the alootrode potential profiles within rectangu. 

lar, core and annulus bad electrodes of specific gurfaog 

area# 10=4/=3 and at an initial electrode potential of 

. 0005 v too 

If the slootrods potential is required not to exased a 

oortain value, the extent of suoh slootrods arransomento 

ii; the direction of the secondary electrode must be 

appropriately reetriotede By defining the beds thusp 

the performance of each electrode arrangement may be estimated 

by calculating the important parameters - total current# bad 

oapacity and maxim= density of ourrent flow. 

Suoh caloulations have been made usilig the resulte of the 

digital computation and assuming that an electrode potential 

of . 0#25 volts is Act to be exceeded* The Tables Me 

7.4 and 7#5 respectively represent theme values for 

rectangular$ core and annulus bed arrangements. 

By comparing the results for reotarigular bad electrodes# 

two iAterseting phenomena may be appreoiated6 
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Table 7.3o 

CALCULATED RESULTS OF DIGITAL COMPUTATION - RECTANGULAR 

BID ELECRODE OF UNITCROSS-SECTIONAL AREA. 

Maximum electrode potential: -0.25 volto. 

Bed Bed Max. density 
Mir% 

(volts) 
length 

(cm) 
current - (amps) 

capacity 
(amps/cp) 

of ourreit 
(amps/cm 

Specific surface . area of bed: 10.0 cm2/cm3 

. 0.05 1.58 0-402 0*254 0.402 

-0110 1.18 0.370 0-314 0*370 

4115 0.83 0*322 0-390 0.322 

Specific surface area of bedt 20.0 cm2/CM3 

-0-05 1,11 0.563 0.506 0,563 

. 0110 0.83 0-520 Oý629 0"520 

-0,15 0-58 0*450 0*777 0*450 
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TAble LA* 

QLCUIATSD RESULTS QF DIGIUL- COOTATION - CPU MR 

BUO , 7RZffi 
-01? 

UNIT DEPTH* 

Maximum elootrods potentials -0*25 volts. 

Bad Bed Maxodensity 
x6im Radius Current Capacit3 of current (volts) (om) OLMPS) (I: mp/=, (, Lmps/=2) 

Specific surface area of beds 1000 om2/=3 

"0603 2*16 4,275 Os292 04315 

. 0610 le62 2449 0*356 0.280 

. 0615 1618 1434 Oe396 0#234 

Speoific surface area of bads 20*0 OM2/c; &3 

-0605 1051 4*270 0496 00450 

. 0010 1014 2*823 0,692 00394 

-04,15 0,83 le720 0*795 0*330 
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BZ§ULTS OF-DIGITAL CQa 
--N- 

ATED VT dALCUL 
-ATION -'AN ULUVRED 

=TBQIZ -Or 
UNIT- 

-D-zm 

Maximum slootrods potentialt -0625. V'Pltfo 

W ernal radius of bedi 3000 ome 

Bed maxodensity 
mig 

(volts)' 
radius 
'(am) 

Current 

(amps) 
Capaoity., 

(amps/oi? ) 
of our ant 

0e) (amps/ 
Speoilia surfacs area of beds 1040 Om2/023 

. 0*05 1*66 4*597 06234 0044 

-0410 1089 46920 Os289 OsA5 

-0 61, 12619 1- 4*720 0.11,1 04343 

Speoific-Ourfaos area of bads 20sO cm2/OM3 

"01,05 1093 MOO 0453 0&619 

, XOGIO 2.20 7, j6OO 0481 06550 

24,42 7,060 0*715 0464 
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(i) By ihoreasing the opeolfio surface area of a bad 

electrode from 10#0 to 20.0 o2lcm3p the bed capacity 

(MPO/023) in effectively doubled resulting in higher total 

ourrento being achieved from substantially smaller bedo6 

(ii) By increasing the initial electrode potentiall the 

bed length and total current that may be achieved are 

appropriately reducedl the capacity of the bed, however is 

considerably improved6 

, These points suggest that in order to achieve a large 

total currents an extensive bed shopld be employed to operate 

over the maximum permissible range pf electrode potentiale 

In order to achieve a maximum bed capacity a smaller 

arrangement is required to operate over a limited range of 

electrode potential approaching the maximum value that vould 

be tolerated, 

Those conclusions are important for the design of high 

capacity electrochemical cells incorporating ouch three- 

dim6noiOnal electrode forms, For electrodes of a cheap 

materialj for example cathodes of copper$ the major 

requirement may be that the maximum-current in passedb Such 

61actrodes should therefore be of an extensive form operating 

over a large range of electrode potential. When an 

electrode is to be of an expensive materialp such as anodes 

of platinumy the major requirement may be that the amount 
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of material is mW mixed, The elaotrode should 

therefore be of a small extent, operating over a limited 

range of eleotrods potential so that a maxim= o&p&oity, 

is aahieveds 

generalp theme phenomena may aloo be applied to 

core and annulus elsotrods arrangementse The variable 

geometry of the beds in the directipn of ýhe ssoondary 

eleatrods, howeverp does modify the total ourrent 

relationships that may be aohieved under the potential 

limitations imposed* 

For core electrode arrangements, the increasing Orodg. 

sectional area for current flow allows for a legg rapid 

increase of electrode potential in the direction of the 

secondary electrodes This results in more extansive 

electrode forms operatiiag at higher overall bad capacitiass 

By increasing the speoifio surfaea area of an arrangement 

from 10*0 to 20*0 =21=3p the radius of the bad is 

restricted to an exteAt such th&t the total ourrent that 

may be &ohieved is affootively the same& By ihordading 

the initial 6100tr*dd Potential of suoh eyetema the total 

currants that mV be aohiwed from the rastrioted beds 

are very much reduoads 

For mulus bad arrangauntal the deareasixg oro, 113.. 

geational am for ourrant flow resultd in a mora rapid 
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inoreass of the alootrode potential in the direotion of the 

sooondary elaotrodeo This results in less extensive 

eleotrode forms operating at lowar overall bad oapaoitiese 

By inoreasing the opecitio surfaae area of theme arrange 

ments from 10.0 to 20*0 om2/om3 the appropriately smaller 

beds afford considerably higher total currents as the 

capacity of the bad in doubled* By increasing the initial 

electrode potentials the total currents that may be achieved 

are not substantially altered; the bad capacities of the 

restricted arrangements howeverp are very much improved* 

Theme conolumions suggest further faotorm whioh should 

bs, considered in the design of three-dimensional electrode 

formas The highest bad activities may be achieved by 

employing core electrode arrangements. Howeverp the total 

currents that may be achieved from such systems are 

relatively low* when the bada are of high specific 

surface areas operating over small ranges of electrode 

potentials Under such conditions# the currents that may 

be achieved from annulus electrode arrangements remain 

relatively larg% despite the lower overall bad activities 

that are exhibited, 

Thereforep for eleatrodes of a oheap materials when a 

high total ourrent is required, an &=Ulux ellotrode 

arrangement, operating with reepeot to a stoondary ocre 
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electrodes would be the meet apprcpriate bed form, For 

electrodes of a more expensive material, it may be required 

that the total amount of material, employed to achieve a 

certain outputs is minimised. A core electrode beds 

operating at a maximum capacity would then be the most 

appropriate arrangements 

The conclusions of this part of the mathematical analysis 

are most interesting. They suggest that, firstly, by the 

consideration of the physical parameters of a certain 

electrochemical procesep the most effective arrangement 

of a three-dimensional electrode bed, can be deduo9d. 

Secondly# by a mathematical simulation of the prooses, the 

appropriate size and capacity- of such an electrode arrange- 

ment can be estimated for a specifio outp4to More 

extensive investigations and correlationsp including 

experimental verification of the mathematical analysis$ is 

required before definite design procedures can be established. 

This is considered to be vond the scope of the present 

-work., but in recognised a\n; i Pubjeot potentially of great 

Ob 

interest and value. 

The results of the mathematical analysis, an a whole, 

emphaoise that the potential of the electrolytes and thus 

the electrode potential, does vary significantly in the 
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direction of the secondary electrode. It is apparent 

from the initial mathematical derivations (Section 7*1)l 

that the extent of the potential variation is primarily 

dependent on the numerical faotorsdasoribing the electrolyte 

conductivity within the bad, namely# the specific 

conductivity# kp and the fractional voidage of the bad) 

as 

Throughout the mathematical computation# the values 

of k'and a have been taken as 1*373 ohms -1 cm -1 and 0090 

respeotivelyp giving an 'apparent' elootrplyto conductivity, 

of 1*2357 ohms"' =71* To demonstrate the importance of 

this factor in influencing the potential profilet digital 

computation has been made for rectangular bed arrangements 

of specific surface area, 10 cm2jcmý3 using 25%, 50%0 75% 

and 100% of this value to repreagnt the kxa term. 

The results are tabled in Appendix V, Tables 10 and 3.1 

and, for comparative purposess are represented graphically 

in Figure 7*7. A similar treatmept of theme results, 

assuming that an electrode potential of -0*25 volts is not 

to be mosded) has resulted in the values of Table 7*6* 

It is to be expected that the higher electrode potentials 

are achieved in shorter bed lengths for systems employing 

an electrolyte of lower apparent conductivity$ kxa. It 

is interesting to note) houevers that even uheh operating 
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Table 7.6 

OLLCULATED RESULTS FOR RECTANGULAR BED ELECTRMI OF UNIT 

CROSS-UCTIONAL ARMA WITH VARYING EgOTROLYTE 2ONDUCTIVITIESt 

Maximum electrode potentialt -0,25 volts, 

Minimum electrode potentials -. 0.05 volts. 

Specifio surfaoe area of beds 10,0 om2/=3 

Apparent conductivity of electrolytes kxa ohmm-1 a CM .10 

Factor Bad Bad Max. density 
kxp 

(obms' len th 
(cml 

Current 
(amps) 

Capacity 
(ampo/cý3) of current 

(amps/ce) 

1.2357 1-58 0.402 0*254 0*402 

0.9268 1040 04,339 0#242 0*339 

0,6179 1014 0*275 0.241 0*275 

WOO 04,80 00190 0*238 01,190 
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with an lapparentl electrolyte cond! aotivity of 0*3089 Ohms"' 

am-1j it has been calculated that an electrode bad of 0*80cm 

may be employede For this exmples such a bed still presents 

8om2 of electrode surface area per om2 cromormsotion of electrode. 

Iý is appreciated# howeverp that# with an electrolyte 

of apparent conductivity below a certain values the electrode 

bad would have to be restricted to such an extent that its 

employment would be impraotioals This puggests, thereforej 

that three -dimens ional electrode f prms my. only be advantageous- 

lyused to operate within certain pptential ranges, when the 

apparent conductivity of the electrolyte in relatively high. 

The apparent oonduotivity of an alsotrolyte within a bad 

elsotrods io dependent on the speoifio conduotivity of the 

electrolyte and on the fraotioul vpidage of the bad. The 

former in a property of the electrolyte aýd will be specific 

to the oystem employed. Howevers bY slovating the tempera- 

ture (50) and b7 the addition of v&rioug johia compomam, 

the spsoilio 0011duotivity of an electro; yta mar often be 

substenti&UT improveds 

The fraotional voidage of sA, elaotrode bad WM be 

deparident on! tht" bype of arrangement amployeds - During the 

altperimental investigations, samples of knitted copper wire 

were successfully operated as ptaked bad cathodes to effect 

the electrolytic redtiation of nitrobanzene, (Siation W)a 
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such samples even whox densely packed# to obtain large 

specific surface areas# exhibit high fra#ional voidages, 

of -the order of 0,90 ý (Table 6J) 0 and are thus considered 

to be the most appropriate arrangement of paoked bad 

slootradea. - 

By comparing the values calculated f or each of the 

systems that'were simulated, it is apparent that, even 

with,, striot limits of electrode potential$ the, capacities 

achieved from packed bad electrodes are highs Oompared 

with the equivalent plate arrangementop the electrode 

capacities of such systems have been calculated to be 10 

and 20 times as great* Such an improvement. is, most 

significant,, The potentialities of paokedýbed, sleatrodem 
It 

will. be fully disoussed in a later section, of thim. themis. 

.I- The mathematical 11imuUtion of the perf oriuzoeg of 

three -dimensional electrode arrangements have produced 

some interestingresults from which oertain-conalugiong 

haveibeen postulated6 However the question must &rise, 
I, bo what extent do the mathematical models represent the 
practical performances Of much systemis? u 

At prooentp it in difficult to give a definite, 

assurance of good r"presentationo During the experimental 

work9 attempts were made to estimate the potential. 

I 
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profiles within variously packed electrode forms, but 

the results were largely inconclusive. For an accurate 

experimental estimation it was considered that much 

improved methods of measuring the electrolyte potential 

were required and that experiments should be conducted 

within substantially larger bed arrangemental so that and 

and side effects could be eliminated. This was 

beyond the facilities that were available and therefore 

practical verification of the mathematical results has 

not been possible# 

The basic equations describing the incremental 

variations of electrode potential and total current' 

within bad electrode arrangements were derived under the 

assumptions enumerated in Section 7.1, By justifying these$ 

weight will be, given*to the olaim 'What the mathemitical 

models do offer a good estimation of the practical systems, 

By employing packed sections Of knitted wire it has 

previously been estimated that uniform electrode beds may 

be achieved. If ouch sections are of a highly conductive 

material such as copper, it may be further accepted that 

the surfaces of such arrangementep suitably connected, 

will operate at a unif orm potential. Since these packed 

sections exhibit high fractional voidages, the passage 

of current willp in the mainj be in the direction of the 
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mooondary electrode. Theref ores it may be aamed that 

the passage of such a current, will result In ohmic potential 

variations in, thia direction only. The introduction of 

others extra-ordinary variations of potential is difficult 

to imagine unless the electrolyte within the bad is Aon- 

uniform, By ensuring that the elootrolyte. is maintained 

in a state of agitation and passed rapidly through the 

systems it is considered# for theme purposegg that unifom 

conditions do exist within the bad* 

The f inal aamption involves representing the current 

dennityl that may be achieveds accurately as a function of 

the electrode potentials The suocems of this represents. 

tion will depend on the accuracy of the initial determine- 

tion of the experimental relationship for the specific 

conditions of operation. The accuracy of the methods 

employed in translating this relationship for mathematical 

computation have been fully discussed in Section 7o2lo 

From these oonsiderationsp it is suggested that the 

assumptions, listed in Section 7*lj are justified in this 

instance. The results of the mathematical oc)mputatiolls 

therefore, are considered to give a good estimate of the 

performances of the various electrode arrangement@ in 

effe0ting the electrolytic reduction of nitraInjazenes 
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7,4, The Potenlialities of Pgolied led Hlj'gýrgghgjj"jj Regatorle 

In the experimental work# it was demonstrated that puked 

beds of knitted copper wire could be operated efficiently 

an cathodes to off act the electrolytic reduction of nitro.. 

benzene. High fractional voidages could be obtained within 

such arrangementop even when densely packed to achieve 

high specific surface areas and their operation appeared 

to be it bed activitiso, approaohing 100%. 

prom the results of the mathematioal 'simulation it V91 

demonstrated that, in order to limit the variation of the 

electrode potential within packed bed slectrodess their 

extent in the direction of the secondary electrode must be 

appropriately restricted* The mathematical analysis has 

been illustrated by applying data previously obtained for 

the test reaction and the results calculated assuming that 

the electrode potential is not to *mooed a certain values 

The resultant electrode arrangements for theme 

restricted conditions still allow for the achievement of 
I 

high bed capacities* Compared with equivalent plate 

slootrodess capacities in the order of 10 and 20 times an 

great may be obtained from packed bed arrangements, Such 

an improvement in most significant when opnoidering the 

development of electrochemical reactors., for possible 

industrial Ulle 
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The most immediate and practical form of s. cells employ- 

ing packed bed electrodes, that can be envisageds is one 

which resembles a filter press in constructions Such an 

arrangement could be similar to the Forman-Veatch call# 

previously described in Section 3*41# in which the plate 

electrodes are replaced bjr appropriate thiokasasso of packed 

sections* 

To illustrate the potentialities of such arrangements, a 

sample calculation has been prepared using the results of the 

computor analysis. As such# they postulate a rough design 

of a high capacity systems to effect the electrolytic 

reduction of nitrobenzens. 

It is assumed that packed sections of knitted copper wire 

of sýeoifio surface area 20 =21=3 are to be employed and 

that the value of cathode potsAiial is to be maintained between 

-0,05 and -0925 volts, 

For theme conditions it has been mathematically estimated 

that the extent of the packed electrode in the direction of 

the second&r7 electrode is not to exceed 1*113 cm (Table 70)e 

Assuming that operation is with respect to planar electrodes 

on either aide, the thickness of the packed section is thus 

2,226 cm, The electrode surface area presented and the 

capacity achieved per unit crose-sections. 1 area of bad are 

therefore 44,52 =2 and 1*126 amps respectively* 
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If the dimensions of the proposed electrode arrangement 

are 20cm. x 20amp the total surface area presented in then 

17,800 cm. 
2 

and the total capacity that may be achieved is 

450 amps. If it in asmumed, that a x6lecular yield of 

p-aminophanol of 70% and an overall current efficiency for 

organic reduction oi 100% in achieved (as has been previously 

reported in Section 5*43jj such an electrode section would 

theoretically yield p-aminophenol, at an appro)dzite rate of 

320 gms/hre 

Furiher scale-up could be achieved by arranging several 

Of tý080 sections# assembled in a manner resembling a filter 

presel to operate in series or in parallel, A 10,000 amp 

unit, theoretically producing p-aminophenol at a rate of 

7,040 gme/hr, could be achieved by employing 22 of these 

electrode sections* 

For comparative purposems the equivalent, perfomanas of 

a plate electrode has been estimated. The total electrode 
2 surface area achieved per plate is 800 c, ý For an average 

current density of 25 meamps/ai 
2 

the capacity of each plate 

would then be 20 amps yielding p-aýinophspol at an approximate 

rate of 14*2 gme/hre Five hundred of these sections would 

be required-in order to achieve a 10,000 amp unitand the 

equivalent rate of p-amizqphenol production* 

A comparison of the estimated performances of those two 
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systems demonstrates well that$ by employing a packed electrode 

arrangements much improved capacities may be achieved resulting 

in muoh smaller units for a given outputs In this instanoe# 

the improvement in in the order of twenty times* Other bed 

electrode arrangementep such as core and annulus forms# 

can be envisaged from the results of the mathematical analysis, 

By comparative calculations of the performances of these 

proposed arrangements, similar conclusions of greatly improved 

capacities will result. 

It is amphanined that theme calculations are necessarily 

an eaily estimate and, until such systems are fully investigated 

and the mathematical simulations are experimentally verifiedl 

must only be considered an such. However# the assumptions 

under which the initial mathematical relationships were 

derived, havel to some extent been justified, azd it in 

considered that the results do represent a reasonable estimate 

of the performances of packed bad electrodes* The overall 

conclusions that have been drawn from this work are, there- 

fore, considered to be valid* 

Although the calculations involving packed bed electrodes 

are specific to the text reaction, it in considered that 

such systems w: L31 have much wider applications, By 

simil ar treatment of the experimental data of other organic 

electrolytic reactions# both cathodic and anodic# the 
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estimated packed bed electrodes may prove to be equally 

advantageous. However# as has been discussed in the 

previous section limits of the use of such electrode forms 

wil J be encountered- in systems for which only narrow ranges 

of electrode p6tentiýi can be tolerated and for which the 

electrolyte conductivity i's sAstantially lower than that 

of sulphur I ic acid. 

The ýAure' deveýi6p`men't 'of packed bad electrodes for 

industrial aýýlicatio'n will pose other problems such as the 

maintaining of sufficient dep6lariser within the electrolyte 

for a single pass, and the minimising of the overall call 

voltaje. 
. -1 7. current -" klý of' organic ele ctrolytio Although' i6 """ '' - "' " dens 

reacti6no ii-of ten'ielitively lowp the total rate of 

dep6laris'&Uoh-wiýChin hijh capacity electrodes may be very 

large. It will then be important to ensure that there is 

idi- ra suif, throughout the 

a6ii, 6; voiumlieiis- tki-ir-81 it'he-rvieactaht is very soluble, 

as is 66't' 6]hený 16 ciser"koi- organic processes employing 

aqueous elect'rolytes"p it'iaj'be necessary to maintain 

excess ý"ctaftt as' a secondary phase. This has been 

found to be a iequi'remeýf'ý'6i i6' electrolytic reduction 

of nitrobenzene. Throughout the experimental investigation 

of packed bed electiOaes) a suspension of nitrobenzene in 
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Oulphurio acid has been employed as the electrolytes 

The passage of such a two-phase electrolyte does not appear 

to disrupt the performance of such electrode forms* A 

limitation was only encountered when operating with densely 

packed electrode arrangements and high concentrations of 

the organic depolarisers Then the filtering action of the 

bad caused the build up of nitrobenzene within the electrode 

forms Under such conditions, it is suggested that the use 

of an amulmion of the organic depolarimer may solve this 

problem* By such methods it is confidently, considered 

that it will be possible to present sufficient reactant to 

all active regions of high capacity packed eleatrodess 

There is no apparent reason why electrochemical reactors 

incorporating packed bed electrodes should exhibit peculiarly 

high call voltages* By considerate design of the electrode 

arrangementoo ensuring a minimum path length for current 

flows it should be possible to achieve cell voltages similar 

to those of other electrode arrangements. However# because 

of the high overall currents that are anticipated# voltage 

losses within electrode connections and across cell 

diaphragms may become moot signifioaAt. 

In the example extimation. of a rectangular electrode 

arrangement to effect the electrolytic reduction of nitro- 

benzenes it wan calculated that a total current of 450 amps 
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could be achieved from a 20 x 20 cm bad section: The 

electrical connections to and within such an electrode form 

willp therefore, be of great importance if large potential 

losses are not to be incurred. It in suggested that 

such problems may be solved by referring to the experiences 

of the large scale inorganic electrochemical processamp much 

as the electrolysis of brine. By a similar arrangement 

of buss bars and other conductivity tachniquesp it should be 

possible to achieve low resistance connections to such high 

capacity electrode forms. 

The problem of minimising the potential drop across a 

diaphragm, separating the anode and cathode compartmentalis 

more difficult. Apart from ensuring a maximum cross- 

sectional area for'the passage of current, the potential 

lose may only be reduced by employing a diaphragm of low 

electrical resistance. An has been previously discussed 

in Section 3.12, the choice of diaphragm material is often 

reduced to a compromise between this and other advantageous 

features. Throughout the experimental investigations of 

packed bad electrodes# a porous plastic diaphragm has been 

used. Being relatively strong, flexible and durable under 

the applied operating conditions, this material has been 

found to be most appropriate for the work undertaken. 

However, the diaphragm material exhibits a resistance 
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factor of 3s that in the resistance of the material to the flow 

of current in three times that of axf equivalent thickness of 

electrolytot and this may be considered as being too high for 

use on a larger scale* It in therefore important to 

investigate the performances of other types of diaphragms 

such an nylon mesh arrangements and Lon-exchange membranes 

in an attempt to achieve lower resistances to current flow 

whilst maintaining other advantageous features. 

Overallp thens the idea of packed bed electrodes on a 

large'scale appears to be both feasible and attractive. 

The arrangements that are proposed may be simply con- 

strucied from commercially available materials at a cost, per 

unit surface area of eleotrodep very similar to that of an 

equivalent plate arrangement* The packed sections present 

large specific surface areas which operate at high bed 

activities$ resulting in the achievement of very large bed 

capacities, The sections present rigid electrode forms# 

most suitable for continuous operation at controlled 

electrode potentials and through which multiphase electrolytes 

may be passed with little or no degradation of their 

electrolytic performances. The call arrangements that are 

envioagedp could be constructed in a manner which allows 

for convenient maintenance and replacement of the electrode 
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unit s 
Finally, it is proposed that the performances of packed 

bed electrodes may be simulated mathematically as has been 

described previously in this section of the thesis. From 

the results of such a simulation, it in suggested that the 

most effective form and extent of an electrode arrangement 

may be estimated for a specific reactions by applying the 

appropriate physical and electrochemical data@ 

As ouchp packed bed electrochemical reactors appear 

to satisfy many of the demands of an ideal reactor, 

enumerated in Section 3.3. It is therefore proposed that 

ouch units could find considerable industrial application 

in performing both anodic and cathodic electrochemical 

reactions on a large scale. 
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8.0. SUG = TIONS FOR FURTHER WORK. 

This work has been concerned with a relatively new 

field of investigation and thus there is considerable scope 

for further development. If electrochemical technology 

is to progressp not only as a subject of academia research 

but as an industrial technique$ it must be considered as 

a new engineering discipline. This will involve the 

methodical definition and optimisation of electrolytic 

processes and the development and desiga of new types of 

reactors. 

The scope of chemical operations that may be effected 

electrochemically is large. Therefore, the scope of 

chemical reactions that may be effected electrochemically 

must be very large. Some of these processes could well 

prove to have decisive advantages over existing chemical 

methods of production; some may offer methods of preparation 

beyond the present scope of chemical techniques. 

It is of great importance that a survey is made of 

electrolytic processes that are poteAtially of co=ercial 

interest. From present day knowledge, these processes 

could then be further evaluated for their technical 

feasibility and economic viability. Such a survey would 

give a better comprehension of the standing of eleotro- 

chemical techniques in strict competition with present 
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chemical and catalytic methods of manufacture, Bv a 

concentration of resourcesp it is considered that the more 

promising electrolytic reactions could be developed 

successfully to a commercial scale$ no establishing the 

tachnique as one of industrial significance. 

The work will involve the understanding and optimioation 

of the processes and the'development of suitable high 

capacity electrochemical reactors to operate under the 

specific conditions. This thesis has suggested ways by 

which these problems may be tackled# 

The first part of the work has been concerned with 

demonstrating Haber's conclusions of the last century, that 

the electrode potential is the primary factor that determines 

both the rate and the course of an electrolytic reaction. 

The result has been the successful optimisation of the 

electrolytic reduction of nitrobenzene for the preparation 

of p-aminophanol by specifically controlling the cathode 

potential* 

It in suggested that many other electro-organic processes, 

especially those involving partial oxidation or reductions 

may be similarly controlled and optimixed. Since moot of 

these Processes proceed at relatively low current densities, 

any improvement of the rate and efficiency of production 

ix, moot important. By a more quantitative approach to 
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the investigation of alectro-organic reactions, it in 

proposed that a better definition of the controlling 

parameters can be achieved* 

The second part of the work has introduced the idea 

of packed bad electrodes, as'syatems that may meet the 

requirements of an ideal industrial unit. The experimental 

and mathematical investigations have suggested that an 

electrochemical rsaotorp incorporating such electrode formsp 

could be operated on a large scale at high capacities and 

at controlled electrode potentials* 

There is a great need for a high capacity electrochemical 

reactor suitable for industrial usep and therefore these 

preliminary indications of the performance of packed bad 

electrodes are considered to be of great interests 

Howevers more extensive investigations are required in order 

io substantiate the initial conclusions, 

Firstly, it is important to experimentally verify the 

mathematical simulation of the performances of ouch electrode 

arrangements. It in suggested that this can only be done 

by accurately measuring the variation of the electrode 

potential within extensive electrode arrangements so that 

and and side effects can be ellhinýted. Assuming that a 

good agreement between the experimental and mathematical results 

is aohievedp a wide scope in then offered for further 
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estimation and correlation of the important parameters 

governing the perfomance of packed bad electrode arrangementse 

By applying the specific physical and electrochemical 

data to the improved mathematical models, it in suggested 

that the most appropriate form and size of electrode 

arrangement for a certain electrochemical process may be 

accurately estimatede From these resultoj a reactor of 

pilot plant scale could be constructed and opqrated. Further 

problems of large scale operation could then be encountered 

and solved, thus opening the way for the final design of an 

industrial unit* 
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9.0. 
- 

CONCLUSIONS* 

In the introduotion of this thesial it w; Ls suggested 

that there are major difficulties of performing specific 

organic reactions by electrochemical methods, These are, 

that the current densities that may be achieved for such 

electrolytic reactions are relativeýy low# andp therefore, 

production in any quantit7 demands units of large electrode 

surface areas* Due to the lack of suitable electrode 

systems of high capacity# to effect such reactions on an 

industrial scale would require extensive cell installations, 

The investigation of theme problems has been the 

subject of the present works The reaction employed through- 

out was the electrolytic reduction ; )f nitrobenzene. This 

reaction was considered to be most suitable since it displays 

many of the phenomena and limitations associated with 

electrolytic nitro-reductions$ ands an a. method of preparing 

p-=inophenolp is of co=sroial interest, 

The initial part of the experimental work was concerned 

with the investigation of the influential parameters of the 

electrolysis in an attempt to improve the rate and efficiency 

of the production of p-aminophonol. The results 

demonstrated that the preparation could be better affected 

by ensuring efficient agitation of the electrolyte about the 

active surfaces, by the addition of otannous chloride and by 
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elevating the temperature of the system. A more important 

conclusion of this work$ however$ was that both the rate 

and the course of the electrolytic reaction were primarily 

dependent on the electrode potential that was applied. 

Further$ the imposition of the advantageous conditions 

of-operation modified$ but in no way altered, this basic 

dependence. 

For each of the three operating conditions investigated# 

both ihe rate and efficiency of the preparation of 

p-aminophenol attained maxima at specific values of electrode 

potential. It was therefore concluded that, for efficient 

operation of ihis reactionp the cathode potential that is 

applied should be strictly maintained within certain limits, 

In the presence of stannous ions and at an elevated temperature 

6f 850op these limits of the cathode potential have been 

estimated to be -0,05 and -0*25 volts with respect to the 

hydrogen scale. Under these conditionsp p-aminophenol yields 

of up to 80% were achieved at current efficiencies for organic 

reduction approaching 100%, 

The lack of suitablep high capacity electrodes# that 

can be operated vithin specific ranges of electrode potential 

prompted the consideration of three-dimensional arrangements. 

It was finally decided that packed bed electrodes might 

beat satisfy the requirements and thus the remainder of the 
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work was devoted to the investigation of such mystemse 

Variously packed beds were operated as cathodes to 

effect the test reaction* The most promising type of 

packing proved to be samples of knitted copper wires for 

which high fractional voidages could be achieved even when 

densely packed to give large specific surface areas. Such 

electrode forms were found to operate at very high bed 

activities and to be most suitable for continuous flow 

systems. 

In order to get a better eqtimation of the electrode 

potential variations the performýnceo of such electrode 

arrangements were mathematically imulgted, ýaing both 

analogue and digital computation t ohniqueo. The varia- 

tion of the electrode potential wa estimated to be 

significant and it was apparent tha the electrode arrange- 

menta would have to be restricted lzý#e direction of the 

secondary electrode in order to maintain the electrode 

potential within certain limits. 

The mathematical analysis has beený'illuotrated by 

applying the physical and electrochemical parameters, 

previously encountered in the experimental investigation 

of the electrolytic reduction of nitrobenzens. The 

results have been calculated assuming that the cathode 

potential within the bad was not to exceed -0*25 voltoo 
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For these conditionss the appropriate bad sizes and total 

currents$ that may be achievedp have been estimated for. 

rectangularp core and annulus beds of specific surface 

areas 10*0 and 20.0 am 
2 /cm 3 

and at Initial electrode potentials 

of 0.03s 0.10 and 0*15 volts* 

From these results) it was concluded that# compared 

with standard plate electrodes., electrode capacities of 10 

and 20 times as great can be achieved by employing packed bed 

arrangements. When larger potential ranges can be tolerated# 

even higher capacities are envisaged; for systems# in 

which the electrolyte is loss conductive, however, the 

electrode capacities will be appropriately reduced* 

Although the experimental investigations of such extensive 

electrode systems has been limited to a laboratory size, the 

possibilities Of scale-up to an industrial unit are considered 

to be most promising, The results of the mathematical 

computation have brought to light some interesting parameters 

on which., it is suggested, a design procedure for packed bed 

electrodes might be based. 

There is scope within industry for a versatile electrode 

arrangement of high capacity and for which the electrode 

potential may be controlled at predetermined valueo. 

Although further work is required, it is suggested that an 

electrochemical reactoro employing packed bad electrodes 
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might provide a much neededo low cost unit. 
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10,0, NOMENCLAN_RJE.. 

A oross-sectional area am 
2 

cod* current density m. amps/cm 
2 

d diameter am 

di incremental variation of current amps 

dl incremental variation of length CM 

dr incremental variation of radius am 

dy incremental variation of width am 

dz incremental variation of height am 

dO i.. cremental variation of potential volts 

a fractional voidage 

E. M. F. Electromotive Force 

it I current amps 

k specific electrical conductivity ohms-lem-1 

1 length am 

r radius am 

t* T temperature degoo. 

V cell voltage volts 

electrode potential volts 

potential of electrode at A volts 

a potential cf electrolyte at A volts 

q potential difference volts 
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APPENDIX I 

TABULATED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTB 

TABLE'l 
OURRENT DENSITYALECTRODE POTENTIAL RELATIONSHIP 

From several sets of resultsa, general relation- 
ship between the current density and the electrode 
potential for the cathodic reduction of nitrobenzene 
coul&be recognised. Typical values of this; relation- 
ship are presented below. 
Cathode material: copper. 

Surface area of cathode: 3.6 cm2 & 

(volts) 
C. d. 

(Mampa/CM2) 
0 

(Volts, ) 
0. d. 

(MeIMPI3/, OM2) 

-0-004 0.14 -0-, 704 191.7 
-0-054 0.49 -0-754 230,0 
-0-104, 1-34 -0-854 311-7 
-0-154 2.61 -0-954 397.2 

. -0.204 4.39 -1-054 477.8 
-0.254 6.28 -1-. 154 566-7 
-0.3o4 7-56 -1.254 641.7 
-0-354 8.67 -1-354 730.6 
-0-404 20.00 -1-554 877.8 
-o-454 42,2 -1-. 754 1033* 
-O-5P4 62.8 -1-954 -1142. 
-0-554 93.9 -2-154 1222* 
-0.604 123.1 -2-354 1222. 
-0.654 157.2 -2-554 1223* 

Reference: Figure 5.5. 
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TABLE 2 
POLARISATION CURVES POR NICKELoCOPPER AND LEAD. 

Polariestion-curves were obtained for similar 
plate electrodes of, niokel,, copper and lej3d* The 
conditions of-operation were identical for each 
investigation, 
Surface area of cathqdes: -4-0 OM20 

Cathode 
0 

(VoltS) 

Nickel 
cod* 

(Mamps/CM2) 

Copper 
06d6 

(mampa/cm2) 

Lead 
cod* 

(Mamps/CM2) 

+OiO46 0930 0-13 
-0-004 1*15 0.53 OA6 
-0-054 3A2 1-71 0,48 
-0-104 &72 4-78 1,09 
-OA54 10.1 8-52 2#24 
-0.204 14.4 12.9 4.26 
-0.254 18i5 17.4 7*30 
-0-304 M4 22,0 M4 
-0-354 27i2 270 13#8 
-0,404 32i2 33*4 16*8 
-0,454 41.4 47,6 20,2 
-0*504 24.2 

Roferenoo: Figure 5,6 
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TABLE 
SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY AND NITROBENZENE SOLUBILITY OF 
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SULPHURIC ACID* 

Sulphuric Acid 
Strength. 

-SPecific 
Conductivity. 

Nitrobenzene 
Solubility. 

N (ohmsýIcMo"') (Sms1jOO cc) 

0.001 OiOO3 OX004 
0.01 OX28, 0.003 
Oi. 10 Oi28 M23 
li. 00 2,80, 01199 0,62 

3.00 8-30 0.499 
5.00 14 0.673 0*63 
&00 47 0*715 - 
7.00 20 0.735 - 
10io 28 0.700 0.72 
20,, 0 55 0,240 1.10 
27i. 0 75 3.7 
30.0 85 30.5 

Reference: Figure 567 
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TABLEA, 
POLARISATION CURVES FOR VARIOUS NITROBENZENE ADDITIONS 

Current/potential values were rooorded for 

amooessive additions of nitrobenzene, Other oonditions. 
of operation were maintained constanto 
Cathode material: Copper* 
Surface area of cathode: 3.6 cm2e 
Temperature of operation: 19 deg, o* 
Volume ofelectrolyte: 400 cm3s 
Nitrobenzene concentration: C, gms/100 OM3 electrolyte, 

Nitrobenzene oonoentration (gme/100co) 

0.00 1 0.25 1 0.50 1 0.75 1 J. 00 
(volts) Current density (m. amps/cm2) 

-0-004 O-iB 0.16 0.23 0.46 0*52 
-0-054 0.19 0*38 0.58 112 1., 63 

-OA04 0*21 04,78 1.48 4.03 4,66 

-0-154 0.23 1-058 3.16 7.62 7#98 

-0*204 0.24 2.60 5.69 11*45 11-83 

-0*254 0,27 3*82 8.50 16.01 16., 65 

-0-304 0-34 5.14 li-72 20,8 21 . 12 

-0-354 0.48 6,83 15-41 25*6 26.81 

-0-404 1*11 10.3 21,8 38-0 38,4 

-0., 454 4#32 34#4 46*2 63*7 68.5 

-0*504 1 80.6 1132.0 120.6 118*6 141 *2 

Reference: Figure ! i*8 
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TABLE' 5 X, -2 
VARIATION OF OtIRRENT DENSITY WITH ELECTROLYTE AGITATION. 

The speed, at which the cylindrical cathode was 
rotatedowas increased in steps and the total current 
recorded at cathode potentials of -0-15 and 0#25 volts* 
Other conditions of operation were maintained constant* 
Surface area of-cathode: 55.0 cm2o 
Surface velocity of cathode: 3*27 x rep. me ft/seo. 

Cathode Surface 6=-0.15. volts 0=-0,25 volts 
Speed. Velocity. cad* 0,, do 

(ropem) (ft/secj (mamps/cm2) (mampp/CM2) 

0 040 2.31 2.58 
271 04888 5j29 9.45 
482 1-579 &29 11.69 
637 2.083 7,20 12,69 

ý902 2'i949 8.33 13-82 
1008 3.2")8 8.49 16*00 
l157 3.734 9.60 18.29 
1404 4.593 10-13 19.64 
1563 5.111 10-72 20,69 
1754 54737 11.10 21A6 
2069 61,766 11-78 21,96 
2157 7.054 12-04 22.27 
2215 7*244 12s22 23*27 
2340 7#654 12*33 23,64 

Reference: Figure 5*9 
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TABLE 60 

VARIATION OF CURRENT WITH TEMPERATURE AT PIXED POTENTIALS 

Readings of the cell current were taken as the 

temperature of the, system was increased from 20 deg. 0 

or decreased from 80 deg. 09the cathode potential being 

maintained at a specific value. Other c-onditions of 
operation were maintained constant. 
Cathode material: Copper. 

Surface area of cathode: 3.6 am 

Electrolyte Electr de Dotential (v Its). 

temperature 0.05 V71 
2 0-15 v'10-15 .71 

2 0.25 v 
(deg. 0) Current density (m. amps/cm 

2) 

20 34,40 6.00 9.21 18.10 
25 4.05 6.51 9.90 20.2 
30 4.52 aw 11-72 23,2 
35 5.50 8.84 13.3 2-9.0 
40 5.62 10,60 14.2 32.5 
45 12.7 15.6 38.6 
50 8.18 14.4 17.6 41,2 
55 9.80 15.4 20,8 46.5 
60 11.91 18,2 22,0 45,2 
65 12.4 21.0 22.7 48.0 

70 15,2 21*5 

75 16.3 23,2 24.5 48.9 

80 118,, 8 125.0 125.0 154.3 

1. Results obtained f or, increasing temperatures. 
2* Resulta obtained for decreasing temperatures. 

Reference: Figure 5.10 
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TABLE 7 
CURRENT/POTEPTIAL RELATIONSHIP FOR VARIOUS ADDITIONS OF 
STANNOUS CHLORIDE& 

Current/potential readings have been obtained for 
the system with various amounta-of stannous chloride 

added to the catholyte. The additions were estimated as 
cas of aqueousqs&turated stannous chloride solution per 
100 cc of electrolyte* Other conditions of operation 

were maintained constant. 
Cathode material: Copper 

Surface area of cathode: 55*0 cm 2. 

SnC12 
(CC/10000) 

0.0 0.4 0*6 0.8 1.0 1 *2 

(Volts) (amps) (amps) (aitps)I (amps) (amps) (amps) 

-OX04 0.041 0.074 0.106 0.294 0.404 0-418 
-0-054 0.148 0.228 0.376 0.572 0.672 0.684 

-0-104 0.344 0.498 0.656 0.838 0.946 Oo945 

-Ool54 0.592 0.762 0.938 1.080 1.118 1.118 

-0.204 0.875 1.040 1-119 1. '320 1.400 lo400 

-0.254 4-130 1.320 1.410 1.590 1.590 

-0,303 1.360 1.600 1,620 1-71 20 1-800 1-790 
-0-354 -1-560 1.780 1.800 1-870 1-980 1-970 
-0-404 1.72C, 1.980 1,980 2,050 2-140 2A20 

-0 1.1 r- 11, 0, r_., ,. 
-0 1 15 U-4 2,040 

Referonce: FiguPO 5AI 
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7-ABLE 8 
POLARIGATION OURVES FOR SELECTED OPERATING CONDITIONS 

The following table shows the. polarisation charact 

-eristios of the three selected conditions of operation, 
under which the products of the reduation of nitrobenzene 
were investigated. 
Cathode material: c., opper* 
Surface area of'cathode: 55-0 cmae 
C, onditions I: catholyte at-ambient temperaturesp2O"C. 

no additions of redox compoundso 
Conditions II: catholyte at ambient temperatures#2000* 

addition of' stannous chloride. 
Conditions III: catholyte at elevated temperature#85*0. 

addition of stannous chloride. 

Conditions 
0 ad. cd. cd. 

(volts) (M&Mpslem 2) (mamps/cm 2 (mamps/cm2) 

-0-054 4. o5 11.1 15.4 
-0-104 6.95 17.7 22,8 

"-ýOA54 io. 9 24*2 33.2 

-0,204 16.8 29.6 40.6 

-0*254 21.7 34*5 45,2 

-0*304 26,6 38*7 50*1 
1 -0-354 1 29,4 J 42.3 1- 

Referenoe: Figure 5ei2. 
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TABLE 9 
P-AMINOPHENOL YIELDS-POR SELECTED OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Production runs were made at varios controlled 
cathode potentials,. and*under the three selected 
conditions o: r operation. Thaproduct solution was 
analysed for its p-aminophenol and aniline content.. 
Cathode material: Copper. 

Surface area of cathode: 55.0 cm, 
Catholyte Volume: 500 am-* 
Condition's I: catholyte at ambient temperatures#20 C. 

no additions of redox compounds. 
Conditions II: catholyte at ambient temperatures. 20 0. 

addition of stannous chloride. 
Conditions, III: catholyte at elevated temperaturep85 C. 

addition of stannous chloride. 

Conditions I II 
0 

, p4p yield' pAp yield pAp yield 
(volts) % % % 

-0,054 - - 81.0 

-0-104 70.6 73,. 2 81 .2 
-0-154 68.8 71.7 79.6 

-0,204 61.7 70.9 72.0 

-0.254 58.8 65.0 67-1 

-0-304 55.8 61.4 63.2 

-0-354 50.8 - 

Reference: Figure 5.13. 
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TABLE I 
CALCULATED RESULTS OFPRODUOTION RUNS - CONDITIONS I 

The following table represents the calculated 
results of the production runs conducted under the 

operating conditions I* The current density and p- 
aminophenol yields have previously been recorded in 
Tables 8 and 9. 
Conditions 1: catholyte at ambient tomperatures#20 Oe 

no additions of redox compoundse 
Amount of'p-aminophenol produced is expressed set 

gmemolSe 
Rate of p-aminophenol production is expressed as: 

gm*mo3. s*/om2, hr* 

Efficiency of p-aminophenol production is expressed ast 
gmemolso/oma #hrooutput volts 

Ampehrso p-Aminophenol produotion: 
' 0 passed. Amount Rate Effioienoy 

(volts) (amp. hre) 

-0*054 
-0*104 

M 
2*808 1.613xiO ý2 

M 
OP399x1O-4 0*831xiO .5 

-0*154 4,063 2,256xio, 2 0*605xlO'4 i*008xio .5 

-Os204 3*977' j,. qj8xjoý2 068iiXiO2,4 i*i26xiO"5 

-0,254 4*378 19992MO-2 0,, 987xiO"'4 IsMX10ý5 

-0*304 4&733 29370xi 0,2 it, 33OXio-4 i,, i56xlO'5 

-0*354 5,282 2*517xi 0-2 1 41 Oxi 0--4 04,934xi0l*5 

Referencea Figures 5,14 and 5oi5e 
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TABLE iI 
CALCULATED RESULTS OF PRODUCTION RUNS - CONDITIONS II 

The following table represents the calculated 
results of the production runs conducted under the 

operating conditions 11*The current density and p- 
aminophenol yields have previously been recorded in. 
Tables 8 and'9. 
Conditiona M catholyte at ambient temperstures#20 0 

addition of, stannous chloride, 
Amount of p-aminophenol produced Is: expressed cis: 

gmemolso 
Rat, e of, p-aminophenol production is expressed as: 

gmOMOISSIOM 
2. hr. 

Efficiency of p-aminophenol production is expressed as: 
gm. mols. 10M 2' 

ohr, output volt* 

10 Ampohre. li-Aminophenol produotion: 
(volts) Passed'. Amo=t Rate Effiolency 

-o, o54 Ow 
-0., 104 3.614 2.174xl 072 1*065xIO --4 2.2i9xlO"5 

-0-154 3-526 2.065x10,2 1-417xl'0ý4 2.362xio-5 
-0,204 4,287 2,475xi 0,2 1.709xio-4 2*374XIO"5 
-0.254 4.912 2.533xl 0,2 1.780xiO"4 2,119xjOý5 

-0.3o4 4.317 2.072xi 0-2 i*875xIO-4 i-895xiO-5 

-0-354 m 

Referenoo: Pigures 5-14 and 5.15o 
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TABLE 12 
CALCULATED RESULTS 07PRODUCTION RUNS - CONDITIONS III 

The following table represents: the oalculated 
results ofthe production runs conducted under the, 

operating conditions, III. The current density and p- 
aminophenol yields have. previously been recorded in 
Tables 8 anci 9. 

Conditions III: ca, tholyte at ambient temperatures, 20 0, 
addition of stannous ohloride. 

Amount-of'-p-aminophenol prodaced ia expressed as: 
gm*mols* 

Rate of p-aminophenol production is, expressed ast 
gm*molsolom 2' 

*hr. 
Efficienoy of'p-aminophenol produotion is, expressed as: 

gmemolsolom 21 
shreoutput volto 

0 Amp. hrs. p-Aminophenol produation: 
(volts) passed, Amount. Rate Effioisnoy 

-0*054 3.426 2*364xi 0-2 1*062xio-4 
1 

2,873VO-5 

-0-104 3.855 2.666xi 0,2 1.536xio-4 34,200XIO"5 

-0-154 4-555 3*152xW2 2.297xio-4 3,, 725xlO"5 

ý-, O'*"204 6-744 3*97ixi 0"2 2.391xio-4 3.321xi r5 

-0,254 6.474 3o477xlO m2 2.428xio-4 2,890xiO"5 

-0-3C4 
[70-354 

6,218 3. wO94xlO -2 2*493x1O, "4 

am 

2*544xlO"5 

Ref erenoe: Tables 5.14 and 5.15. 
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TABLE 13 
POLARISATION CURVES FOR VARIOUSLY PAOXED-MLOTRODS BEDS 

The following table represents the results, 
achieved when operating core bed electrodes of a 
variety of paciing materials. Other conditions o: t 

operation were maintained constant. 
Surfaoeýareas, of cathodes: 
Rasohig rings# 3116 ins. : 268*3 cm 

2a 

Rasohig rings, 1/4 ins* : 190.2 cm 
202 

Copper turnings#0.50 sA/cm bed 9 325*9 am 
20 Copper turningspO*63 Sn/om bed : 434#5 cm a 

Copper KnitMeahtsample type 9033 : 358*5 am 
2 

Rasohig rings Copper turnings lXnitMeah_ 
0 _ 3/16ins. 1 1/4inal . 0-50E; m l 0*639m 1 9033 

(volts) --Current densityp(milliamps/omý) 

-0-004 4.14 3*51 2,28 2., 78 6@21 

-0,029 6.08 5*28 IM 3M 8698 

-0*054 7.79 7*17 4a05 5,01 13* 2 
"0*079 40,01 8.98 5*39 6,, 62 1646 
--OoiO4 12*32 1 0,4ý 8 7i16 848 20*5 
-0si54 17el 15.2 11*7 130 30*4 

-0*204 23a4 2040 16,6 21, &2 360 

-0.254 29,4 25,2 22*7 28&9 42,0 

-0&304 3568 30e8 28*4 38j2 4863 

1-0., 354 1 41,7 
-J - 

35 *_6___ 1 -35*1----, 
48*4-.. 

---, 
53 a, 0 

Reference: Pigare 6*6 
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TABLE; 14 
POLARISATION CURVES FOR VARIOUS P= TRODE BED DIAMETERS 

Packed annulus beds of aommon internal diameterv 
2.8 cm. and', o: t outer diameterst4,0 and' 4.6 cm. thave been 

operated as cathodes with respect to a central core 
anode. In each casepthe beds. were-of a-uniform KnitMesh 
packing, type-9033iand of heightt4-0 cm. 
Surface areas of cathodes: 34041 cm 

2 for o4d4= 4*0 cm. 
560.0 cz 

2 for o, d, = 4.6 cm. 

Bed o. d, =4.0 am. Bed o. d. = 4.6 cm. 
i c. d. i cd. 

(volts') (amps) . (Moamps/CM2) (amps) (Mamps/c: m2) 

-0-004 0.74 2.38 3-03 5-41 

-0.029 1.34 4.32 4.80 8.58 

-0*054 2.23' 7- 17 5.65 10.12 

ý0-079 3.41 illo 8.32 14.86 

-0,104 4.74 15.3 11.6 20i8 

-0j. 129 6.08 19.6 13.1 23.4 

-O, iý 154 7.87' 25i, 4 15.9 28.1 

-0.204 10-07 32.5 20.6 3648 

-Oi254 12. i18 39.3 24.7 44.1 

-0*304 14-47 46o7 27., 5 49. i2 
-04354 15o8 51, -0 33--0 58-9 
-0.404 18o4 59.4 - I-I 

Reference: Figure 6*7 
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TABLE 15 
POLARISATION CURVES FOR VARIOUS ELECTRODE BED HEIGHTS 

Packed annulus beds of heights, 4-0 and 8.0 cm. have 
been operated as cathodes with respect to a central 
core anode, In each case. the beds were of a uaiform 
KnitMesh packing. type 9033 and of outer diameterp4-0 cm- 
Sarfaoe areas of cathodes: 310*1 am 

2 for 4 am bed. 
641.2 am 

2 for 8 am bed. 

0 am be electrode 8.0 cm bed electrode 
0 1 u, d, I cdo 

(volts) (amps) (mamps/cm2) (amps) (mamps/cm2) 

-0-004 0.74 2938 2.66 4.15 

-0.029 1.34 4.32 3.86 6.02 

-0*054 2,23 7,19 5.64 8.80 

-09079 3i. 41 11.0 8.08 12.6 

-0-104 4-74 15.3 10i, 45 j6-3 

-0,129 6. o8 19.6 12.5 19.5 

-0-154 7i, 87 25-i4 14i8 23-1 

-0,204 10*07 32J 210 34i2 

-0.254 1208 39-0 25-i8 40.2 

-0004 14-47 47, i7 3M 48.0 

-0-354 15,. 8 51iO 36i4 56i8 

1-0-404 1 18.4 
_I 

59.4 44.3 60-1 

Ref erenoe: Figure 6.8 
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TABLE 16 
T" POLARISATION CURVES POR VARIOUS DENSITIES OF PACKING 
IV 

Packed annulus beds of KnitMesh samples , type is 90339, 
9017 and 90289exhibiting specific surface areas of 12.12v 
18-97 and 30.65 em2/cm3, respectivelypwere operated as 
cathodes with respect to a central core anode, Ih-each. 
casetthe dimensions of the annulus-beds were: i, d. =2*8 
cm. oo. d. =4.0 am and height = 4.0 am. 
Surface areas of cathodes: 310.1 om2 Kn'itMesh typeo9033- 

485i6 om2 Kni'tMes4/tYpe#9017. 
784,6 om2 KnitMesh type99028. 

Type 9033 Type 9017 Type 9028 
0 a. d. Q. d. a. d. 

(volts) (mamps/cm2) (mamps/cm2) (rýamps/cm2 

-0-004 2.38 3.72 3*51 
-0.029 4.32 5,27 6A7 
-0-054 7.19 7,24 9.66 
-0-079 11.0 10,01 13-7 
-OA04 15.3 13.9 17.4 
-0.129 19.6 18.4 21.8 

-0-154 25.4 23.1 26.0 

-0,204 32.5 33A 37'*2 

-0,254 39.3 42*2 46.9 

-0-304 46.7 50.2 54.8 
-0-354 51.0 56.0 62.7 

[70-404 59.4 - 

Reference: Figure 6.9 
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TABLE 17 
OHMIC LOSSESWITHIN VARIOUS PACKED BEDS 

The following values were obtained by comparing the 

, 
the potential cf packed elementspat intervals along the 

, length of the conductivity apparatus, with that of the 
end conducting plate. The resultant potential differences 
represented the ohmio. losees within the packed bed 
arrangement. 
Material of packings: copper. 
Types of packing: 3116 ins*Rasohig rings, RR. 

Copper turnings, Oi5O gaVem3 bed* 
0.63 gn/cm3 bed. 

HnitMesh sample. 9033. 
Current passed through bed: 20.0 amps. 

Rings Copper turnings Knit Mesh 
1 3116 inn 

10.50oiVam3. 
1 0.63Sm/cm3 

IType 

9033 
(ins) 
I 

Potential differenoe, Ao (volte) 

0.0- 0.000 00000 0.000 0.000 
005 0.059 OoI78 Oo13I 0.040 
1.0 OoO85 0.180 0-. 133 OoO4i. 
Io5 0.092 0.184 0035 0.041 
2*0 0*092 0,240 OoI39 OX41 
2o5 OoO96 0.241 Oo14O 0904ý 
3.0 00101 Oo24i 0.6141 0.043 
3*5 0.109 0*242 0.144 o-045 
4.0 OA13 0.243 0.168 OoO45 
4o5 OAV Oo259 OoI71 0.046 
5.0 0.125 Oo26i 0#171 o. 046 
5.5 0,124 0*268 0,174 o. 046 

1 6. 
_O 

1 0*176 
.1 

0-, 380_ 1 0*265 1 0-0805 1 

Referenoes, Figure 6.11 
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APPENDIX-Il 

DIGITAL COMPUTOR 2PIT' PROGRAMME 

The following digital computor programme was 
employed to express the experimental results of current 
density andelectrode potential as a mathematical 
relationship, The programme was designed to fit poly- 
nomial expressions to the datascomparing the calculated 
and experimental values of the: -current density until 
a certain accuracy is achieved. The programme is written 
in 'Walgoll for simulation on the KDF 9 computor. 

FIT PROGRA ME-> 

begin inILe&er n,, fa, fb, fcpiifdpcrit; 
real ace, lim; libra AopA6, - 
open(2o); open 30 
GO: copytext(20j, 30.. JTTI); 

ace: -read (20); iimm read (2o); n: -rea4 (2o); 
begin array x, y[l: nl;, 
for i: =1 step 1 until n do 
begi , 

x[ ]: =read(2o); 
y il: -read(2o); 

end; 
Ve-gin 
procedure PIT(xpy., aceplim2GAUSSRI); value-ace, lim; 
real accolin,; array xsy; procedure GAUSSRI; 
Uýfh real rmxssspzorpposppmax$pmin; integer J, k, m; 
M: -1; 
L: begin arMZ a[l: m+ljl: m+ll,, b[l: m+1,1: 11., w[o: r,. X2]; 
f or R, wo step. 1 until mX2 do 
w[kl: mc). -, 
for k: -l step 1 vmtil m+1 do 
b7-k 11 := (); 
w[ol: wn; 
for k: ml step 1 until rnX2 do 
Y-Or J: 1 Ste 1 Imtil n dc7- 
wIw +x --[-k [k 

H+x 
JITTk_ 

for k: nl step 1 until m+1 do 
for J: jM1 StS13 1 until m+1 'd-o 
a[-kpj].:, -wT-k: i "J-- 

-2]_; 
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tFit' Progra=e cent* 

for J: m 1 sts3 1 xmtil n do 
b)T Ti s1b 
I '-' 1 

for k: -2 step 1 until m+l do 
T-or J: ml te 1 Zi-Eil n dc7- 
WMp 11 :. bFIlIk3! 

2. 
q211+yUj3-ac[ j ]-T7fk- 

GAUSSRI(a, pbsm+l, pl. *FAILipmx. opmin); 
rmax: mo, o 
SSIIMO: 
write'text(30.9. LLPcr. l***Y(data)*******y(calculated)-:, r**** 
residua c. U); ý 
f or. k: m 1 step"l until n do 
We-gin 

1 2: =V '1,11; - - 
=or--j: w2 steD 1 until m+1 do 
z: -z+b j,, 1jRx"[k1T(J-1); 
r: my[k -z; 
if abs r)>abs(rmx) then 
Vigin rmax: mr; 

end; 
. pos: 

. 
1-tx (k 

ss: loss+rT2; 
newline(30 1); write(30 fd Y[k]); 
space 3o, 4 ; iri-ite 30,9fd'. *z ; 
spaceH0,4j; writeH0)fd, rI, 
end; .9 Wi-tetext(30, #LLP. ccl! *order*of*polynomial**I); 
write (3o,, f ormat m) - 
if ss>aco then writetextt3oil. LcolACCURACY*UNOBTAINABLE* 
W-ITHIN*LlqfTrgc ); 
writetext (30. vtR6ijcoeff icientsicL) 
for k: ml step 1 until m+I do 
Fe-, g in 
wrýie(3Opformat(jdssj), k-1); 
write (3()jfaob[kpl 1); 
end., 

writetext(30, cc maximum*residual***I), - 
write (30, fo, ,x 

gill; writetext(30, cc maximuzn*residual*ocours*at*xvsl), - 
write (30 fb os)- 
writetextt3c)'PPH79'aisum*of*squarea*of*residuals**ý. 1) 
write (30,, fc,, so); 
writetext(30siLecalmaximurd*pivotl); 

.9 write (30*fb,, max); 



'Pit' Programme cont. 

writetext (3o.. JLCjFinimum*pivotj) 
write (3otfb,, Pmin),,,, 
if ss>acc and m<lim then 
Ve-gin m: mm+l; 

goto L; 
end; 
9 Rd- 

, gn-d; 

procedure GAUSSRI(a. bonsmsFAILspmaxopmin); value m, n; 
integer m, n: array a0b; real pmaxppmin; label FAIL; 
begin integer ijjjqk; r al t; 
for J: m 1 step 1 xmtil -n-1 do 03 
E-egin - t: -aj 
for J-wi ste13 1 until n do 
rf-ab; -_(aj"j', i1)>ab-sTt-) t7h-en begin t: -a[ji]; k: =J; end; 
if timo then goto FAIL; 

k/i Then begin 
farj: Wi ste 1 until n do 
begin t: sj]; aLioJ1. -ma(kjj1 
ýen; 
forj: wl step 1 until m do 

, 
S-e, gin t: =bLipjl; b[ipjl-o. -b[ksjl 
en &- 
end; 
? or 19 J. -Mi+1 step 1 until n do 
begin 
t: =ajj, i1/a[i, i1; 
for k: -i+l ste 1 until n do fr' 1 IL Ma.. k =a [ J'j!, -k-? - tXari 

1 

. pRT; for k: =1 steD 1 until m do 
bU, 

pkl.: -bTTj, k'-l-t-Xb-T Us k1 
end; 

n; Eifd: 
a'[n, nlmo then goto FAIL*' 

Y7o-r J: ml st6l-: )l until m do) 
begin - for i: mn step -1 until 1 do 
begin 
t: -o; 
for k: mi+l ste I until n do 
-i-. -mt+a 

I p- 

]!! Ok)-Xbfk., J] 
b[ipj (bLi, J]-Walisil; 
end; 
ýMnd; 
mx: mpmin: ma[l. 11; 

a(k, j] : -t; 

b[k. pjl: -t; 
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'Pit' programmepcont. 
for ij=2 ate I until n do 
rf abs(a[ipi I<a-bT-pmin)-then pmin: -a[ijil Me If abs(a i, i])>abs(p-m-x7 then-pmax-. =a[i,, i1; 

fa: =, format (L-nddd. dddddd-ol); 
Moformat iidddd. dddd*cllo 
fo; nformat -d. ddddddx-ndj'i); 
Mo4ormat -ndddd. ddddol 
PIT (x, y, ac slim, GAUSSRI); 
FAIL: end; end; 

if crito-I then goto)? O; 
close(2c)), o, =cos-e-Uo- 

end-), 

.: Wheidata input for the programme, commenoee with a 
"bopywrital title so that the sets of'results can be 
identified# The numerical values of the required accuracy, 
number of polynomials to be estimatedtand the number of 
sets of data are then listed., The experimental values of 
electrode potential and'ourrent density are tabulated 
alternately4 The final value represents the programme 
lWtationvordering a repetition of the calculations 
with a new set of values or an and to the proceduree 
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API=4X III 

AIM=, COMPUTOR PROGRAMM9 AND CIRQUITRV, ' 

Tranaformation, of independent variables: - 
i omooleotrode bed I milliseo. computor time. 

Scaling of variables: - I 
Maxim= scale 

Variable, values taotor, 

01300 3*333 
0 11000 10000 

f(o) 50-00 0*020 

Mathematical expression of electrode potential 
respect to the extent of the-elootrode bed in 
direction of the secondary eleatrode'(Sootion 
equation (3)): - 

d2=a f(0)0 
dl kxe 

104.00 and 20.00 omP/cm3 
k=1 . 373 ohms'l cel 
e=0,90 

with 
the 
Toll v 

f(O) = current density as a function of Opm. ampoe 

Thueltho equaition-may be written as: - 
Mý= 

K[0*02, f(o 
1) 

0 

where: OcnOtantpK = 0*40463 for s= MOO =2/OM3. 
= 0#80926 for am 20*00 OM2/OM3. 

BoLmdary conditiona: - 
Max. value of 0, = 0#300 Volts, 393330] = Ow'i6665* 
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Min, value Of 0. = 0.050 volts, E3.3330 = 0-16665- 

='0A00 volts, E3.33301]= 0-3333a 
= 0.150 volts., [3-33301]= 0-5000o 

ANALOGUE BLOCK DIAGRAM* 

The following diagram represents the analogue 
programme employed to implement the above equation. 

-M -. 9b 

LO, 02. f (O)J, 

Components: - 

>2=- 01 dt 

01 02 = 1101 

i--(D- 
pot 

, ei , 
ý2=2 (01 ) 

Integrater 

Resistance potentiometer. 

Variable diode function 
generator. 
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APPENDIX 

DIGITAL COMPUTOR ISOLUTION' PROGRAMME 

The following-digital computor programe was 
employed to perform incremental-OaloulatiOUB Of 
electrode potential and ourrentpin the direction of 
the aeoondary'electrode;, for, varioui3 three dimensional 

electrode arrangements* The accumulative values of 
electrode potential.. dtand-currentsioand the incremental 

values of electrode potentialpdo. and ourrenttdipare 
printed out after every 40th calculation. 

QE 57 CALCULATION--, - 
begin libra r AoqA6; open(20); open(30), *, 
writetext tFOp. LLel. Ineremental*calculations*of*current* 
and*eleetrode*potential*for*a*bed*electrode. LCCCCII); 

,ts 
ts 

begin intge er falfblfc; real sjkjejdx$ppXjIjd)l)mjn; 

ts 

fa: mforma, 8, ssddd dddl 
f b: m-f ormat sssssd. 

addd'cTdi 
'; m s 

foo-oformat sssssdd. dddddjý; 

oopytext (20,30, T 
s: mread(20)9 k: mread 20 ; e: mread(20); 
dx: mread(201; p: mread 20 ; X: mread 20j; 
domread(20); 1: 1mread 20 m: =readM 
n: msread(20); 
I: mo ; 
writetext (30siLeasssssslx. Llls], P. Ll3sl: LJOBJdP. Lllsi 
dijec 

rt wr teJ30, faqX); 

w, 3 
write 30, fb, p 

rite 30ifeil 
writetext (30s SSSSSIO-000000 
writetext (30 lsssssjoo-oooooýý-p I 

newline (30,11; 
bl i integer goh; real xjcjdl, l, dp, q; 
9q, 

for x: m(X+dx) step dx until d do 
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Isolatiml Progranne conts 

begin 
c: mexp(l+nXp+riXpXp)/l C, 00; 
di: ndxxsxc; 
i: ml+di; - dp: =(i+I)Xdx/(2XkXe); 

q: mp+dp; 
p: mq. -t 
I: Wi; 
h: mg+l; 
9: nh. *o 
if Smw+10X10 then 
Be-gin write (-3p-, Ta, x); 
write 30sfbsp); 
write 30sfe $ I)* 
write 30, fbodp 
write 

130ifesdiý; 

newline (30 p1 
end; 
enT , 

B-d-igin_ integer a; 
'rr a; i =oto GO 
en-d 

2nd-* 

Typioal data input for the t8olutiont programme 

Tealculations*for*rectangular*bed*electrodeT 

10.00; 1.373; 0.900; 0 001; 
0-050; 0.000; 3-0001*9 2: 17714; 
11-083039; -17.817714.9- 13. 

The tabulated values respectively represent the 

specific surface area of the electrode# the dpeoifio 

oonductivity-of the electrolyte, the fractional voidage 
of the bedl the increment over which the calculations 
are to be madep the minimum electrode potentialtthe 
initial and final lengthe of, the bed and the three 

constants of the mathematical expression of the current 
denaitys The last value orders the programe to repeat 

or to oloses 
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APPMTDIX V 

TABULATED COMPUTOR RESULTS 
I 

The following tables-are reproductions of the 
outputs from the digital computation of the electrode 
potential and the t0tal current within various packed 
ela*tr, ode -arrangements, In each Ossetthe conditions: of 
pperation-that were, simulated are stated before the 
tabulation of, values. 

SABLE I- 

RECTANGULAR BED ELECTRODE - MIN, POTENTIAL#0*050 VOLTS 

Minimum elaotrode potential; 0*050 volts 
Speciflo oonduotivity of elaotrolyte: 1*373 obms"1=71 
Praotional voidage of bad: 0*90 

2ý3 0 10*0 om AM 2ý3 6 20*0 am /om 

-(On) . 
(volts) (amps) (volts) (amps) 

0*00 090500 000000 0*0500 000000 
0*20 00524 0*0296 0*0546 060595 
0*40 060596 0*0604 OoO696 0*1243 
0,60 0*0721 0*0940 0*0957 Oo2010 
0180 Pe0993 041322 0*1358 M991 
1.00 0*1153 0*1773 M943 06431P 
1*20 00483 04323 'ýOi, 'ý776 0*6055 
1#40 M912 0,63005 "0*3914 Oe7990 
, 1,60 0*2464 0*3842 m 
1180 0*3162 0.4808 
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TABLE 2 

RECTANGULAR BED ELECTRODE - MIN. POTENTIAL, 0.10 VOLTS 

Minimum electrode potential: 0.100 volts. 
Speciric conductivity or electrolyte: 1*373 ohms-lem7l. 
Fractional voidage or bed: 0.90 

a= 10.0 am 
2/CM3 

8= 20.0 =2/cm3 
1 0 1 0 1 

(cm) (volts) (amps) (volts) (amps) 

0.00 0.1000 0.0000 011000 0.0000 
0.20 0.1036 0.0451 0.1073 0.0909 
0.40 0.11-47 0.0926 0.1299 0.1915 
0.60 0.1339 0.1452 0.1705 0.3137 
0.80 0.162ý 0,2060 0.2334 0.4701 
1.00 0,2012 0.2784 0.3245 0.6605 
1.20 0.2530 00645 - - 
1.40 0.3197 0.4613 

TABLE 3 
RECTANGULAR BED ELECTRODE - MIN* POTENTIALpO-15 VOLTS 

Minimum, electrode potential: 0.150 volts. 
Specific conductivity of electrolyte: 1.373 ohms-lcný-1-4, 
Fractional voidage of bed: 0,90 

s= 10.0 cmZ/cm3 s= 20,0 CM2/CM3' 
I A i 

(cm) (volts) (amps) (volts) (amps) 

0.00 0.1500 0.0000 0,1500 010000 
0,20 0.1551 0.0629 0.1602 OA268 
0.40 0.1705 OA292 0.1918 0.2673 
0.60 OA973 0.2026 0.2482 0.4347 
0*80 0.2366 0.2861 0.3340 0.6281 
1100 0.2994 0.3801 - 
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TAM-3 k, 
GORE BED ELECTRODE - MIN* POTENTIAL 0.05 VOLTS 

Minimum electrode potential: 0-050 volts. 
Gpeaifio conductivity or electrolyte: lo'373 ohms-1=71 
Praotional voidage of bed: 0.90 

a i0lo am 
2 /cm3 a 20, '0 cm2/cm3 

r i i 
(am) (volts) (amps) (volts) (amps) 

0.00 0'*0500 0.0000 0.0500 6.0000 
0.20 0.0513 0.0242 0,0526 0*0411 
0.40 0.0551 0.0793 0.0602 0.1621 
0.60 0.0613 0.1805 0.0732 0.3797 
0180 0-0704 0.3312 0.0927 0.7263 
1*00 0.0825 0.5423 061202 1.2568 
1.20 0.0982 0*8303 0*1578 2.0597 
1.40 0.1181 1.2185 0.2091 3.2567 
1.60 0.1431 1*7394 0,2783 4.9624 
1180 0.1742 2.4353 0.3684 7-0622 
2.00 0.2129 3-3541 
2,20 0.2607 4.5312 

_2,40 
0.3188 5.9451 
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TABLE 5 
GORE BED ELECTRODE - MIN, POTENTIAL 0,100 VOLTS 

Minimm electrode potential: 0.1000 volts 
Specifia conductivity of electrolyte: 1*373 ohmsý'Cm7l 
Fractional voidage of bad: 0*90 

23 10.0 cm /am 23 a= 20.0 am /am 

r 0 1 0 1 
(am) (volts) (amps) (volts) (amps) 

0.00 0.1000 010000 011000 010000 
0.20 0.1020 0.0311 0.1040 0.0627 
0.40 0.1077 0.1213 0.1156 0.2492 
0.60 0.1174 0,2779 0.1358 0.5906 
0.80 0.1314 0*5140 0.1662 1-1443 
1*00 0,1503 0,8495- 0,2096 1.9973 
1*20 0*1750 1.3122 0,2693 3.2403 
1,40 0.2066 1-9364 0.3482 4.8534 
1,60 0.2462 2,7556 - 
1,80 0.2-951 3-7807 

12,00 1 0.3538 1 4.9600 1 
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TABLE 6 
CORE ]BED EUCTRODE - MIN. POTENTIAL O*J50 VOLTS 

Minimum electrode potential: 0.150 Volta 
Specific conductivity of electrolyte: 1-373 ohmsý1=71 
Practional voldage of bed: 0.90 

a= 10.0 cm2/'om3 a= 20,0 cm2/ 

(cm) 
I 

(volts) (ampis) (volts) (amps) 

0.00 0.1500 0.0000 0.1500 0.0000 
0.20 0.1528 0.0434 0,1556 0.0874 
0.40 0.1607 0,1692 0.1718 0*3480 
0*60 0-1742 0*3880 0.1999 0.8240 
Q080 Os-1938 Ool, 7175 0.2423 1*5811 
i0oo 0#2206 1"oJ812 0.3013 2o6715 
1.20 0,2543 1-8035 0*3785 3*3290 
1,40 0.2972 2i5957 - 

11.60 1 0,3492 1 3#5293 1 1 
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TABLE 7 

ANNULUS tED ELECTRODE - MIN, POTENTIAL 0.050 VOLTS 

Minimum electrode potential: 0.0500 volts 
Specific conductivity of'olectrolyte: 1.373 ohms-lcm-' 
Fraction viodage of-bed: 0.90 
External radius of bed: 3.00 cm. 

S= 10.0 am 2/CM3 
a= 20.0 cm2 /am- 

r 0 0 
(volts) (amps) (volts) "(amps) 

3.00 0-0500 01000 0.0500 0.000 
2.80 0.0524 0.537 0.0549 1.081 
2.60 0.0601 1.059 0.0705 2.179 
2.40 0#0738 1.589 0-0993 3.396 
2*20 0.0949 2.151 0-1456 4.865 
2*00 0.1252 2.772 0.2168 6.726 
1.8o 0.1679 3.482 063238 8.939 
i. 6o 0.2272 4.298 - - 
ie4O 0.3094 5-176 
ji*20 0.4212 5.938 1 
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TABLE 8 
ANMLUS BED ELECTRODE - MIN. POTENTIAL 0#100 VOLTS 

Minimum electrode potential: 0.1000 volts 
Specific conductivity of electrolyte: 1.373 ohms-1cm71 
Fractional voidage o: t-bed: 0.90 
External radius of bed: 3.00 am. 

23 
a= io. 0 am /cm: 8= 20.0 am /cm 

r 0 1 0 1 
(am) (volts) '(amps) (volts) (amps) 

3.00 0,1000 0.000 0.1000 0.000 
2.80 0.1037 0.819 0.1075 1.651 
2.60 0.1155 1.623 0.1314 3.357 
2.40 0.1366 2.453 0-1761 5.299 
2,20 0.1692 3.349 0.2486 7.625 
2.00 0. ý167 4.344 0.3587 10.166 
1.80 0,2834 5.424 - 

11.60 1 0-37441 6.460 1 -I - 
-1 

TABLE 9 
ANNULUS BED ELECTRODE - MIN, POTENTIAL 0.150 VOLTS 

Minimum electrode potential: 0,1500 volts, 
Specific conductivity of electrolyte: 1.373 ohms'lom7l 
Fractional voidage of, bed: 0,90 
External radius of, bed: 3.00 cm. 

s. = jo. o cm2/cm3 a 20*0 cmz/cmj 
r je i i 

(am) (volts) (amps) (volts) (amps)., 

3.00 0,150P 01000 0.1500 0.000 
2,80, OA552 1*141 0.1604 2.301 
2.60 0.1716 2.264 0*1939 4.684 
2.40 0.2piO 3.422 0.2560 To335 
2920 0,2465 4,646 0*3546 10*133 

L-2- a 00 
-1 - -0 - 

3111 1 5, 
- 
9 06 

- 
II 
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TABLES 10 AND 1 

RECTANGULAR BED . 1iLECTRODE - VARYING ELECTROLYTE CONDUCTIVITES 

Minimum electrode potential: 09050 volts 
Specific surface area of bed: jo. 0 CM2/CM3 
Fractional voidage of bed: 0*90 

Specific conductivity of electrolyte: k ohms -icm-1 

k=1 . 373 k 1.029 I 

(volts) (amps) (volts) (amps) S) 

0.00 0.0500 0.0000 0,0500 010000 
0*20 0.0524 0.0296 0.0532 0.0296 

0.40 0,0596 0.0604 -0629 00 0.0610 
0.60 0.0721 0.0940 0-0798 0.0961 

0.80 0.0903 0.1322 0.1049 0*1377 
i"00 OAi53 0., 1773 0.1399 0.4893 
io2O OA483 0.2323 OA876 0.2552 

1.40 0.1912 0.3005 0*2514 0.3388 

1-60 0.2464 0*3842- 0.3348 0.4358 

1.80 1 0.3162 10-4804 1 - 

k=0.686 k=0.343 

0*00 0.0500 010000 0#0500 0.0000 
0*20 0.0547 0.0298 0.0596 0.0302 

0 0 #40 0,0696 0.0621 0*0902 0.0658 

0*60 0.0956 OA005 0.1478 0.1153 
0.80 0.1358 0.1495 0.2450 OA902 

1'00 0.1943 0*2155, 0.3991 0.2859 
1*20 0#2776 0.3027 - 

11-40 1 6.3915_ 1 0.3995 1- I. 


